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IN THE COURT OF SPECIAL JUDGE, CBI, ASSAM, ADDITIONAL

 COURT NO-II, CHANDMARI, GUWAHATI-3

Special Case No. 6/14

      State (CBI)

           Vs

1. Sri   Gautam Mohan   

                               U/S 120(B)/420/468/471 of IPC, and

                       U/S 13(1)(d) r/w Section 13(2) of P.C. Act, 1988

                            2. Ajmal Hussain Laskar 

                                    U/S 120(B)/420/468/471 of IPC.

                            3. Md. Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan

                                            U/S 120(B)/420/468/471 of IPC.

          

  PRESENT

                Sri Gautam Baruah, A.J.S.
              Special Judge, CBI, Assam, 
                   Additional Court No-II,

                                       Chandmari, Guwahati.

APPEARANCES

For the State ……… Mr. Ayush Singh, Ld. PP, CBI.                                 

For Defence

For accused Sri Gautam Mohan ………… I. Sri Pallab Kataki, Advocate.

        II. Smti. Monmita Devi, Advocate.

For accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar …………. M.H. Laskar, Advocate.

For accused Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan ………. Rafi Ahmed Choudhury, Advocate.
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Date of Prosecution Evidence: 15.05.2016, 12.07.2016, 05.08.2016

 29.08.2016, 20.09.2016, 20.10.2016,

 02.11.2016, 23.11.2016, 19.12.2016,

 20.02.2017, 21.03.2017, 05.05.2017,

 25.05.2017, 29.05.2017, 30.05.2017,

 20.06.2017, 06.07.2017, 29.07.2017,

 09.08.2017.

Date of statement U/S 313 Cr.P.C.: 13.10.2017 & 16-11-2017.

Date of Defence Evidence: 16.12.2017.

Date of Argument: 30.01.2018, 05.02.2018 & 06.02.2018.

Date of Judgement: 20.02.2018.

JUDGMENT

1.  The case of the CBI (Central Bureau Of Investigation) as unfolded during 

trial  in short  is  that  CBI received source information against  one Sri  Basab Shyam, Chief 

Manager,  State Bank of  India,  Hailakandi  Main Branch,  Sri  Shyamal Baran Roy, the then 

Divisional Manager, Development Banking Division (DVD)SBI,Hailakandi, Sri Gautam Mohan, 

the then RMRO (Rural Marketing and Recovery Officer), Assistant Manager, SBI, Hailakandi 

Branch who are public servants alleging that they entered into criminal conspiracy with one 

Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar,  Chief  Co-ordinator,  South  Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club,  Abul  Kasim 

Barbhuiyan, Associate Co-ordinator, Mohanpur Farmer’s Club, Muslimuddin Barbhuiyan, Chief 

Co-ordinator, Mohanpur Farmer’s Club and with some unknown persons and during the year 

2011-12 in pursuance of their  criminal conspiracy the public servants abused their  official 

positions  and  fraudulently  and  dishonestly  disbursed  KCC  loans  for  more  than  2100 

beneficiaries resulting in undue pecuniary advantage to the Farmer’s Club amounting to more 

than Rs. 11 crores.

2. On the basis of the source information Sri Nabajyoti Gogoi (IPS), the then 

Superintendent of Police, CBI, ACB, Shillong registered an FIR in the office of the CBI, ACB, 

Shillong on 30.08.2013 against the above named persons and more particularly alleging that 

KCC loans were sanctioned for Rs. 40,000/- each in the name of fictitious persons as shown 

below:
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1. KCC loan account no. 32854822353 in the name of Suresh Tanti, S/o 

Late Chandan Prakash Tanti of vill- Dinanathpur I.

2. KCC loan A/c no. 32854822342 in the name of Susanta Das, S/o Sri 

Nikhil Das of vill- Dinanathpur I, PS- Katlichara.

3. KCC loan A/c no. 3285482241 in the name of Jalaludin Borbhuya, S/o 

Late Irshad Ali Barbhuiyan of vill- Dinanthpur II, PS- Katlichara.

4. KCC loan A/c no. 32854822874 in the name of Sayed Ahmed Laskar, 

S/o of Surendra Ali Laskar of vill- Dinanathpur I.

5. KCC loan A/c no. 32854822896 in the name of dhirendra Malakar, S/o 

Late Mahendra Malakar of vill- Dinanathpur I.

6. KCC loan A/c no. 32854822535 in the name of Shamim Bahar Laskar, 

S/o Mosaid Ali Laskar of vill- Dinanathpur I.

3. It is also alleged that from the account of Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Dhirendra 

Malakar and Shamim Bahar Laskar, the loan amount of Rs. 40,000/- each were fraudulently 

withdrawn by accused Ajmal  Hussain Laskar  and Abul  Kasim Barbhuiyan by entering into 

criminal conspiracy with Basab Shyam, Shyamal Baran Roy and Gautam Mohan.

4. In the FIR, it is also alleged that 3 nos. of KCC loan accounts  in the name 

of  i)  Smti  Pinky  Nath  vide  A/c  no.  32424354747,  ii)   Smti.  Gita  Rani  Das  vide  A/c  no. 

32424354779 and iii)   Smti  Sita Rani  Malakar vide A/c no. 32424354766 were opened in 

respect of fictitious persons . In the FIR, it is also alleged when complaint has been received 

in respect of the above fictitious accounts, the Chief Manager Basab Shyam discussed the 

matter with Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan and thereafter some person credited the loan amount 

with interest in the KCC loan account of Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das and Smti. Sita Rani Malakar 

on 29.08.2012 and thereafter the above 3 fictitious accounts were closed.

5. In the FIR, it is also alleged that all the three debit vouchers of Rs. 30,000/- 

each  in  respect  of  the  A/c  of  Gita  Rani  Das,  Pinky  Nath  and  Sita  Rani  Malakar  were 

fraudulently passed by the Chief Manager Basab Shyam. It is also alleged in the FIR that most 

of the land holding certificates attached with the loan applications were fake and Sri Gautam 

Mohan, the then RMRO who was working as Field Officer did not verify the genuiness of the 

land holding certificates before disbursement of KCC loan amounts to the borrowers.

6.  The  above  FIR  was  registered  as  Case  No.  RCSHG2013A0003  U/S 

120B/409/468/471 I.P.C and U/S 13(2)  r/w 13(1)(d)  of  P.C.  Act,  1988 and Inspector  Sri 

Rishamo Philip Yanthen of CBI, Shillong was endorsed with the investigation.
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7. The CBI thereafter, investigated into the matter in detail, recorded the 161 

Cr.P.C. statements of witnesses, seized various documents, sent samples of hand writtings to 

CFSL  (Central  Forensic  Science  Laboratory)  for  obtaining  opinion  and  thereafter,  after 

completion of investigation submitted Charge Sheet against accused persons i) Sri Gautam 

Mohan,  the then Rural  Marketing and Recovery Officer  (RMRO), SBI, Hailakandi  ii)  Ajmal  

Hussain Laskar,  Chief  Co-Ordinator  of  South Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club and iii)  Abul  Kasim 

Borbhuiyan, Associate Co-Ordinator of East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club U/S 120B, 420, 468, 471 

of I.P.C. and U/S 13(2) r/w 13(1)(d) of PC Act, 1988. The CBI did not file Charge Sheet 

against Basab Shyam, the then Chief Manager, SBI, Hailakandi Branch, Sri Shyamal Baran 

Roy, the then Divisional Manager, Development Banking Division, SBI, Hailakandi Branch and 

Sri Muslimuddin Borbhuiyan, Chief Co-Ordinator of Mohanpur Farmer’s Club, Hailakandi due to 

lack of sufficient evidence.

8.  In course of time the three accused persons Gautam Mohan (A-1), Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar (A-2) and Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan (A-3) appeared before the court and they 

were allowed to go on bail. Copies of the charge sheet along with the relied upon documents 

of the CBI were furnished to the accused persons.

9. My ld. predecessor heard the ld. counsel for CBI as well as the ld. defense 

counsels on point of charge and thereafter framed charge against the accused Gautam Mohan 

(A-1) U/S 120B, 420, 468, 471 of I.P.C and U/S 13(1)(d) r/w section 13(2) of Prevention of 

Corruption Act, 1988. My ld. predecessor framed charges against the accused Ajmal Hussain 

Laskar (A-2) and Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan (A-3) U/S 120B, 420, 468 and 471 of I.P.C. On being 

read over and explained to the accused persons, the accused persons pleaded not guilty and 

claimed to be tried.

10. CBI in order to bring home the charges against the accused persons has 

examined 26 nos. PWs. 313 Cr.P.C. statement of the accused persons were recorded and the 

accused persons also adduced one defense witness in support of their case.

11. In his 313 Cr.P.C. statement accused Gautam Mohan specifically took the 

plea that being posted as RMRO his primary duty was to recover bad loans however, the bank 

management  from time  to  time  directed  him  to  verify  loan  proposals  submitted  by  the 

Farmer’s Club of Hailakandi. He also took the plea that the loanees were identified by the Co-

Ordinators of Farmer’s Club and during field verification the Farmer’s Club used to identify and 

show the agricultural lands of the loanees. He took the plea that the loanees had previous 

bank accounts  in their  branch and as such he acted on good faith upon the documents 

submitted by the Farmer’s Club. He also took the plea that during an enquiry Abul Kasim 
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Borbuiyan admitted in writing that there was error in identification of loanees in respect of  

Pinky Nath, Sita Rani Malakar and Gita Rani Das and accordingly the Farmer’s Club decided to 

pay the whole loan amount. Accused Gautam Mohan also took the plea that the loan accounts 

of  Suresh  Tanti,  Susanta  Das,  Jalaluddin,  Sayed  Ahmed  Laskar,  Dhirendra  Malakar  and 

Shamim Bahar Laskar were generated in the year 2013 and was sanctioned by Basab Shyam 

on 01.03.2013 and at that time he was not posted in Hailakandi Branch. He took the plea that 

Basab Shyam fraudulently took his signature in the appraisal report during his visit to the 

branch  in  the  month  of  March/April’13  and  put  the  date  as  back  as  13.12.2012  in  the 

appraisal forms. He claimed to be innocent.

12.  In  the  313  Cr.P.C.  statement  accused  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  and  Abul 

Kasim Barbhuiyan took the plea  that  they have not  introduced any fictitious  persons  for 

obtaining KCC loans. They submitted that KCC loans were sanctioned by the bank officials 

after physical verification and as per banking rules. In their 313 Cr.P.C. statement the accused 

persons claimed that they are innocent.

13.  I have heard argument put forwarded by the ld. counsel for the CBI as 

well as ld. counsels for the defense at length. I have carefully perused the entire case record 

and the evidences brought into record, both oral and documentery.

14. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION :-

I. Whether  accused  Gautam  Mohan,  the  then  RMRO  working  at  SBI 

Hailakandi  Branch,  accused  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar,  the  then  Chief  Co-Ordinator  of  South 

Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club  and  accused  Abul  Kasim  Borbhuiyan,  the  then  Associate  Co-

Ordinator of East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club entered into a criminal conspiracy during the year  

2011-12 regarding appraising/recommending/sanctioning  of KCC loans in respect of fictitious 

persons  and  in  pursuance  of  criminal  conspiracy,  submitted  forged  documents  and  false 

appraisal reports in respect of six KCC loans sourced by accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar in the 

name of i. Suresh Tanti, ii. Susanta Das, iii. Jalaludin Barbhuiyan, iv. Sayed Ahmed Laskar, v.  

Dhirendra Malakar and vi. Shamim Bahar Laskar; and in respect of 3 other KCC loans sourced 

by accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan in the name of i. Pinky Nath, ii. Gita Rani Das and iii. Sita  

Rani Malakar; and in furtherance of the criminal conspiracy allowed Ajmal Hussain Laskar to 

withdraw a total sum of Rs. 1 lakh from the KCC loan A/c of three fictitious beneficiaries 

namely i. Sayed Ahmed Laskar, ii. Shamim Bahar Laskar and iii. Dhirendra Malakar with a 

view to obtain pecuniary advantage and thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 120B 

of I.P.C.?
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II. Whether  accused  Gautam  Mohan  while  working  as  RMRO  at  SBI 

Hailakandi during the year 2011-12 fraudulently and dishonestly opened 28 nos. of KCC loan  

accounts  unauthorizedly  in  the system without  approval  and induced the SBI,  Hailakandi 

Branch to deliver  Rs.  14,43,700/-  and thereby committed an offence punishable  U/S 420 

I.P.C.?

Whether  accused  persons  Gautam  Mohan,  Ajmal  Hussain  and  Abul  Kasim 

Borbhuiyan during the year 2011-12 cheated the SBI, Hailakandi Branch by inducing to deliver 

6  nos.  of  KCC  loans  amounting  to  (Rs.  80,419x6)  Rs.  4,82,514  and  3  nos.  KCC  loan 

amounting to (Rs. 50,000x3) Rs. 1,50,000 respectively and thereby committed an offence 

punishable U/S 420 I.P.C.?

III. Whether  accused  Gautam  Mohan  while  working  as  RMRO  at  SBI 

Hailakandi during the year 2011-12 fraudulently and dishonestly opened 28 nos. of KCC loan  

accounts in the system unauthorizedly with a view to cheat the SBI, Hailakandi Branch, and 

whether accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar and accused Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan submitted forged 

documents  along with KCC loan applications and accused Gautam Mohan submitted false 

appraisal reports in respect of 9 fictitious persons with a view to facilitate sanctioning of KCC 

loan  account  in  the  name  of  9  fictitious  persons  for  the  purpose  of  cheating  the  SBI, 

Hailakandi Branch and thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 468 I.P.C.?

IV. Whether  during  the  year  2011-12  accused  Gautam  Mohan,  Ajmal 

Hussain  Laskar  and  Abul  Kasim  Borbhuiyan  fraudulently  used  as  genuine  the  false  and 

fabricated papers/documents in respect of the KCC loans of 9 fictitious persons knowing that 

the documents were false and forged and thereby committed an offence punishable U/S 471 

of I.P.C.?

V. Whether  during  the  year  2011-12  accused  Gautam  Mohan  while 

discharging his duties as public servant in the capacity of the RMRO in the SBI, Hailakandi  

Branch committed criminal misconduct by corrupt and illegal means by opening 28 nos. of  

KCC loan accounts in the system unauthorizedly and also by submitting false and fabricated 

appraisal reports in respect of 9 fictitious persons/beneficiaries by abusing his official position 

as  a  public  servant  with  a  view to  obtain  pecuniary  advantage  or  other  valuable  things 

without  any public  interest  and thereby committed an  offence punishable  U/S  13(2)  r/w 

section 13(1)(d) of P.C. Act, 1988 ?

Discussion, decision and reasons thereof:-

15. Facts as well as materials brought into the record:-
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The case of the prosecuting agency, CBI is that Gautam Mohan (A-1) was the 

the then Rural Marketing and Recovery Officer (RMRO) cum Field Officer of SBI, Hailakandi 

Branch during the year 2011-12 and during that period Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) was the 

Chief Co-Ordinator of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3) was 

the Associate Co-Ordinator of East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club, and they have entered into a 

criminal conspiracy among themselves to the effect that Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) and Abul 

Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3) would source fictitious names of persons for KCC loans and forward 

the same to the SBI, Hailakandi Branch and Gautam Mohan (A-1) who was discharging his 

duties as RMRO/ Field Officer of SBI, Hailakandi Branch would give false appraisal report  

recommending sanction of KCC loans in favour of the fictitious persons sourced by A-2 & A-3 

and thereby causing undue pecuniary advantage to the Farmer’s Club.

16.  As per the CBI, the Bank’s Circular No. NBG/ABU/PDM-KCC/24/2008-09 

dated 30.03.2009 deals in detail regarding KCC loan scheme, eligibility of borrowers, loan 

limit, security norms, appraisal/activities of the Field Officer (Appraising Officer), duties of the 

sanctioning and controlling authorities etc. As per the said Circular on receipt of KCC loan 

application  it  is  the  duty  of  the  Field  Officer  to  do  the  preliminary  scrutiny  of  the  loan 

application and ensure the followings:-

I. KYC  documents  (ID  &  address  proof)  of  the  applicants  are  to  be 

verified.

II. Particulars  of  land  records  furnished  in  the  applicants  need  to  be 

compared and verified with particulars in revenue records of the village.

III. No dues certificates to be obtained from other banks of the area to 

avoid multiple financing.

IV. Independent pre-sanction visits to the villages to be made for making 

local enquiries to ascertain the skills,  experience and capabilities of the applicants and to 

satisfy  over  the  feasibility  of  the  proposal.  He  should  ensure  that  the  borrowers  enjoy 

undisputed cultivation rights over  the specified plot  of  land and should  also examine the 

integrity, credit worthiness and initiative of the applicants.

V. If the proposal is found satisfactory in al respect, F.O. (field Officer) 

may undertake appraising and submit the proposal for sanction with his recommendation to 

the sanctioning authority.

VI. If  sanctioned  by  sanctioning  authority,  F.O.  will  complete 

documentation, all formalities and disburse the loans to the borrowers as per norms.
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17.  The  case  of  the  CBI  is  that  A-1,  Gautam Mohan  who  was  the  Rural 

Marketing and Recovery Officer during the year 2011-12 was under the duty to scrutinize the 

KCC loan applications but Gautam Mohan by entering into criminal conspiracy with A-2 and A-

3 gave false appraisal report in respect of 9 fictitious persons out of which 3 fictitious persons 

were sourced by A-3, Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan of East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club in the following  

names  i.  Pinky  Nath  vide  A/c  no.  32424354747,  ii.  Smti.  Gita  Rani  Das  vide  A/c  no. 

32424354779 and iii. Sita Rani Malakar vide A/c no. 32424354766; and 6 fictitious persons 

were sourced by A-2, Ajmal Hussain Laskar of South Hailakandi Farmar’s Club in the following 

names i. Suresh Tanti, KCC loan account no. 32854822353, ii. Susanta Das, KCC loan A/c no. 

328548223, iii. Jalaludin Barbhuiyan, KCC loan A/c no. 3285482241, iv. Sayed Ahmed Laskar, 

KCC loan A/c no. 32854822874, v. Dhirendra Malakar, KCC loan A/c no. 32854822896, vi. 

Shamim Bahar Laskar, KCC loan A/c no. 32854822535.

18. The CBI also alleged that on the basis of false appraisal report of Gautam 

Mohan (A-1) in the name of Smti. Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das, Sita Rani Malakar, loan amount 

of Rs. 50,000/- each was sanctioned on 12.07.2012 and out of the sanctioned amount Rs. 

30,000/- each were disbursed on 31.07.2012, 09.08.2012 and 09.08.2012 respectively. CBI 

also  alleged,  on receipt  of  complaint  and on enquiring by the Bank Officials  Abul  Kasim 

Borbhuiyan (A-3) returned the loan amount in respect of the above 3 accounts with nominal 

interest and accordingly all the 3 fictitious accounts were closed on 29.08.2012.

19. CBI also alleged that in respect of the above mentioned the 6 fictitious KCC 

loan accounts an amount of Rs. 80,419/- were sanctioned in respect of all the accounts on 

01.03.2013  and  Rs.  40,000/-  in  respect  of  all  the  said  6  accounts  were  disbursed  on 

04.03.2013. It is also alleged that a further amount of Rs. 10,000/- each in respect of Account  

of Sayed Ahmed Laskar and Shamim Bahar Laskar were disbursed on 17.04.2013. CBI also 

alleged that though the amounts were disbursed from the loan account of Suresh Tanti and 

Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan to their SB A/c, however the amounts were not withdrawn and again 

transferred to their respective KCC loan A/c with interest and the accounts were closed. The 

CBI states that in respect of the loan account of Susanta Das and Dhirendra Malakar, though 

the amounts were transferred from their loan A/c to their SB A/c but the amount were not  

withdrawn and as such the amounts were again transferred to their KCC loan A/c without the  

interest and as such the KCC loan A/c still showing as pending.

20. The CBI also alleged that in respect of the KCC loan A/c of Sayed Ahmed 

Laskar and Shamim Bahar Laskar, after the loan amount of Rs. 40,000/- and Rs. 10,000/- 

each transferred to their SB A/c from the loan A/c, the said amount of Rs. 50,000/- each were  
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withdrawn by accused No. 2, Ajmal Hussain Laskar by putting his signature in the reverse side 

of the debit vouchers.

21. CBI also alleged that Gautam Mohan (A-1) while discharging his duties as 

RMRO,  SBI,  Hailakandi  by  abusing  his  official  position  had  fraudulently  and  dishonestly 

opened  28 nos.  KCC loan accounts  amounting  to  Rs.  14,43,700/-  in  the system without 

sanction and authority from the competent authority in the following names and sanctioned 

amount:-

Sl. 
No
.

Name of 
Beneficiaries/Serial No.

KCC Loan 
Account No.

Sanction Amount (in 
Rs. with date) Remarks

1 Badarun Nessa Barbhuiya. Sl. 
No-3567 31104211969 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012

KCC Loan documents 
are blank, without 

appraisal reports and 
recommendation of 

Gautam Mohan being 
the Field/Appraising 
Officer and without 

sanction and control in 
the KCC loan 

documents by the 
competent authority.

2 Taj Uddin Mazumdar. Sl. No- 
3556 31866618885 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

3 Sayed Ahmed Barbhuiya. Sl. 
No-3558 30856053240 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

4 Mumina Khatun Barbhuiya. Sl. 
No-3582 30607856164 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

5 Jamil Ahmed Barbhuiya. Sl. 
No. 3579 30971644391 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

6 jabir Ahmed Chaudhury. S. 
No- 3725 30273050911 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

7 Kamrul Islam Laskar. Sl. No- 
3566 30703920006 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

8 Feruja Begum Barbhuiya. Sl. 
No- 3555 31310789659 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

9 Rebeiya Begum Laskar. Sl. 
No- 3583 31670525729 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

10 Abdul Mozid Mira. Sl. No- 
3581 30853111026 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

11 Mortuza Fazal Ali Laskar. Sl. 
No- 3357 30508726975 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

12 Motibur Rahman Barbhuiya. 
Sl. No- 3565 30545836906 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

13 Zakir Hussain Barbhuiya. Sl. 
No-3561 30462015269 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

14 Abidur Rahman Laskar. Sl. No- 
3584 32090524022 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO
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15 Nasrat Begum Laskar. Sl. No. 
3554 31736327725 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

16 Ranjit Sahu.Sl. No. 3585 32078651285 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

17 Kalamdar Ali Laskar. Sl. No- 
3021 32083939398 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

18 Mastufa Ahmed Mazumdar. Sl. 
No- 3580 31670473213 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

19 Sandip Suklobaidya. Sl. No- 
3450 32125328965 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

20 Abdul Mannaf Chawdhury. Sl. 
No- 2407 31906996217 Rs. 48300/- Dt- 

28/8/2011

The KCC Loan 
documents are filled 
up and with appraisal 
reports/recommendati

on of Sri Gautam 
Mohan but without 
any sanction and 
control in the KCC 
loan documents by 

the competent 
authority.

21 Ismail Ali Laskar. Sl. No- 3532 32129904254 Rs. 50000/- Dt- 
07/01/2012 DO

22 Abdul Mannan Laskar. Sl. No- 
3731 32145389436 Rs. 73000/- Dt- 

08/08/2012 DO

23 Aftab Uddin Laskar. Sl. No- 
3523 32129903759 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

24 Altaf Hussain Barbhuiya. Sl. 
No- 3312 31866612453 Rs. 49400/- Dt- 

06/01/2012 DO

25 Kutub Uddin Laskar. Sl. No- 
3430 31615614389 Rs. 50000/- Jan- 2012 DO

26 SK Bodrul Hoque. Sl. No- 3444 32108150390 Rs. 50000/- Dt- 
07/01/2012 DO

27 A.H.M. Saharuz Zaman 
Laskar. Sl. No- 3147 30277686385 Rs. 50000/- Dec- 2011 DO

28 Amad Uddin Barbhuiya. Sl. 
No- 3363 32043223395 Rs. 50000/- Dt- 

06/01/2012 DO

22. The case of the CBI is also that the land documents which were submitted 

along with the KCC loan applications in respect of the fictitious persons sourced by A-2 and A-

3 were all forged and the addresses which were shown in the loan applications were also fake 

addresses. The CBI alleges that as accused No. 1,  2 and 3 have entered into a criminal  

conspiracy the accused no. 1 did not verify those documents which were sourced through 

accused no. 2 and 3 and submitted false appraisal report recommending sanction of loans in 

respect of the said fictitious persons.
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23. The CBI in support of their case has examined altogether 26 nos. of PWs. 

Among the 26 nos. of PWs 8 nos. of PWs (PW-1, PW-9, PW-13, PW-16, PW-20, PW-21, PW-

23, and PW-25) are official witnesses. PW-17 and PW-18 are seizure witnesses and PW-26 is 

the Investigating Officer.

24. PW-1, Sri Mahendra Aditya Sahu deposed before this court that during the 

year 2012-15 he was posted as General Manager (NW-1) at  SBI,  Guwahati  and was the 

appointing authority of Gautam Mohan, the then RMRO of SBI Hilakandi Branch. He also 

deposed that he accorded the sanction for prosecution on 19/11/2014 in respect of Gautam 

Mohan. He exhibited as Ext.1 the said Sanction Order dated 19/11/2014 in 7 sheets. He also  

exhibited as Ext. 1/1 to Ext.1/6 as his initials with seals and Ext 1/7 as his signature with  

designation. PW-1 further exhibited as Ext. 2 the Forwarding Letter dated 28/11/2014 signed 

by Mr. K. Somarajan, the then Deputy General Manager (Vigilance), regarding sanction for 

prosecution against  Gautam Mohan,  the then RMRO, SBI,  Hailakandi  Branch at  the time 

posted as Field Officer, Arunachal Branch, Assam. He exhibited as Ext 2/1 as the signature of 

Mr.  K.  Somarajan,  the  then  Deputy  General  Manager.  PW-1  deposed  that  he  accorded 

sanction after applying his  mind independently after going through the relevant materials  

produced before him.

25.  During  his  cross-examination he  deposed  that  he  cannot  exactly 

remember  whether  there  is  any  communication  from CBI  at  the  time  of  producing  the 

relevant  documents  before  him  for  according  sanction.  He  stated  that  his  vigilance 

department had put the papers before him for according sanction.

PW-2, Smt. Madhumita Malakar deposed that since last five years after her marriage she is 

residing at her husband’s resident at Kahkripar, Patharkandi. She also deposed that she never 

applied for any KCC loan nor went to the bank for such loan and also did not open any bank 

account for such loan. She also stated that she cannot sign in English as she do not know 

English.  She  exhibited  as  Ext.  3  the  KCC  loan  application  form  for  Rs.  50,000/-  dated 

05.07.2012 in the name of Pinki Nath, W/o Late Raju Nath where her photograph is pasted.  

She deposed that she did not paste her photo in the application form and she do not know 

who pasted the same. She further stated that she had never put her signatures or thumb 

impression on the application form. She further exhibited as Ext. 4 the residential certificate 

issued in the name of Pinki Nath, W/o Late Raju Nath, Mohanpur, R/A P.O. Ratanpur, Dist.  

Hailakandi issued by the Secretary Mohanpur Barnee Braes Gaon Panchayat and identified the 

Photograph pasted in this certificate as of her. She denied that the certificate belongs to her 

and stated that she know nothing about the certificates dated 29.11.2011, Sl.No.519.
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26. During  her  cross-examination  she  stated  that  she  do  not  know 

whether any women in the name of Pinki Nath, W/o Raju Nath resident of Mohanpur under 

P.O.  Ratanpur,  Dist.  Hailakandi  exist  or  not.  She  further  stated  in  cross  that  during 

investigation CBI persons interrogated her at Hailakandi and showed the photographs pasted 

in Ext. 3 and 4 and she admitted that during interrogation she stated before the I.O. that she  

did not recognize the photographs pasted at Ext. 3 and 4. In cross she further stated that she  

do not know the office of the Secretary Mohanpur Barnee Braes Gaon Panchayat.

27. PW-3, Sri Manoj Singha Malakar who is the brother of PW-2, Madhumita 

Malakar deposed that his sister never applied for KCC loan and also never visited any bank for 

that  purpose.  He  also  deposed  that  the photograph which  is  pasted  in  Ext.  3,  the  loan 

application form of Pinky Nath, is of his sister and he do not know who is Pinky Nath and who 

signed in Ext. 3. He also stated that his sister Madhumita Malakar generally signs in Bengali  

and as such the thumb impression appearing in first and second page do not belong to his 

sister. He also deposed that Ext. 4 is the residential certificate dated 29.11.2011 in the name 

of Pinky Nath and the photograph appearing in the certificate is of his sister. He deposed that  

he do not know Pinky Nath and who issued the certificate.

28. In his cross-examination he stated that there is a village in the name of 

Mohanpur  and  there  is  a  Gram  Panchayat  in  name  of  Mohanpur  Barnee  Brase  Gaon 

Panchayat. He also stated in cross that he do not know if any lady in the name of Pinky Nath  

exist in Mohanpur village. He denied the suggestion that the photographs pasted on Ext. 3 

and Ext. 4 are not of his sister Madhumita Malakar.

29. PW-4, Sri Tapash Ranjan Nath deposed that during the last part of 2011, 

he was the office bearer of the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club at Dakshin Joshnabad, Part-II. 

He also stated that  at  that  time,  in  the year  2011,  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  was the Chief 

Coordinator of the club and Associate Coordinator was Azizur Rahman Laskar, since deceased. 

He stated that the farmers falling under the villages under the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club 

at Dakshin Joshnabad, Part-II applies for KCC loan through this club, the Chief coordinator 

and Associate  coordinator  of  the club along with the bank official  visit  the house of  the 

applicant/loanee and if the loanee is found to be suitable, they are asked to submit original 

documents to the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. He further stated that the office bearer  

filled  up the KCC loan forms of  the loanee and the coordinator  after  verifying the same 

documents submit the same to the bank. The RMRO i.e. Rural Marketing and Recovery Officer 

and the Development Officer of the bank verifies the documents. If the loanee is found to be 

suitable, the loan is sanctioned by the bank. Before sanctioning the loan, savings account and 
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loan account of the loanee are opened in the bank. After the loan is sanctioned, the loan 

amount is transferred to the savings account. In the withdrawal form, the loanee, bank officer  

and Chief coordinator of the farmers club put their signatures at the time of withdrawal of the 

loan amount.

During  his  evidence  of  PW-4  identified  Ext.5  as  the  covering  certificate 

accompanied with the KCC loan application form along with relevant documents in the name 

of loanee Jalaluddin Barbhuiya and Ext.6 (in 23 sheets) as the said loan application form 

along with documents.  Similarly, he identified Ext.7 as the covering certificate accompanied 

with the KCC loan application form along with relevant documents in the name of loanee 

Sayed Ahmed Laskar and Ext.8 (in 23 sheets) as the said loan application form along with 

documents.  He also identified Ext.9 as the covering certificate accompanied with the KCC 

loan application form along with relevant documents in the name of loanee Dhirendra Malakar 

and Ext.10 (in 23 sheets) as the said loan application form along with documents. He also 

identified Ext.11 as the covering certificate accompanied with the KCC loan application form 

along with relevant documents in the name of loanee Shamim Bahar Laskar and Ext.12 (in 23 

sheets) as the said loan application form along with documents.  

He further deposed that Ext.5, Ext.7, Ext.9 and Ext.11 were filled up by him as  

he was the Office Bearer of the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club at that time. He also deposed 

that as at that time, the Associate Coordinator, Azizul Rahman Laskar expired and as per the  

instruction of Gautam Mohan, RMRO and Ajmal Hussain Laskar, Chief Coordinator, he put his 

signature in the place of Associate Coordinator, though he was the Office Bearer. He exhibited 

his signatures as Ext.5 (1), Ext.7 (1), Ext. 9(1) and Ext.11(1). He also deposed that after 

putting his signature, he handed the certificates to Chief Coordinator Ajmal Hussain Laskar 

and he produced the same before the bank. He further  deposed that  his  statement was 

recorded by a Magistrate in the Shillong Court and Ext.13 is the statement and Ext.13 (1) and  

Ext.13 (2) are his signatures.

He further deposed that he did not put his signature in the withdrawal voucher 

and stated the I.O. that the signature in the withdrawal vouchers are of Ajmal Hussain Laskar.

30. In his cross-examination, PW-4 deposed that Mr. Basab Shyam was the 

then Chief Manager, State Bank of India, Hailakandi Branch. He also stated in cross that he 

only filled up the name of the loanee and their addresses in the affidavit attached with the 

loan documents which were provided by Ajmal Hussain Laskar, Chief Coordinator. He also 

stated that he do not know how the loan applications were processed in the bank and he was 

not aware if accused Gautam Mohan was transferred to SBI, Arunachal Branch on 15-12-
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2012. He further stated that he was not aware whether accused Gautam Mohan was present  

in the bank when the loan was processed and when the loan amount was withdrawn and by  

whom. He denied the suggestion that Gautam Mohan did not ask him to put his signature in 

the Ext.5, Ext.7, Ext.9 and Ext.11 as Associate Coordinator. 

In his further cross-examination for accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar he stated 

that he joined South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club in the last part of 2011 and was there for about 

one  and  half  year.  He  also  stated  that  the  preliminary  procedure  to  process  the  loan 

application is that the chief coordinator and associate coordinator of the farmers club along 

with the bank official sometimes RMRO and sometimes Loan Disbursement Officer does a field 

verification  of  the loanee.  He stated  that  as  per  the instruction of  RMRO and  the  Chief 

Coordinator he put his signature as Associate Coordinator in the loan forwarding certificate. 

He denied the suggestion that that the signatures of Ajmal Hussain Laskar appearing in Ext.5,  

Ext.7, Ext.9 and Ext.11 are not of Ajmal Hussain Laskar and that he put those signatures in 

the name of Ajmal Hussain Laskar.

31. PW-5, Sri Sanjib Kr. Das deposed that in the year 2011, he was the GP 

Secretary of Dinanathpur, Hailakandi till he handed over charge to Joydip Chakraborty on 25-

09-2012. He deposed that he did not issue any certificate in the name of Dhirendra Malakar 

copy of which is appended at Sl. No. 17 in Ext. 10 i.e. KCC loan application of Dhirendra  

Malakar. He stated that the signature appearing in that certificate (Xerox copy) do not belong  

to him and he don’t know who has signed as secretary though at that time, he was the  

secretary of the Dinanathpur Gaon Panchayat. He also deposed that he had not issued any 

such certificate in the name of Sushanta Das S/o Nikhil Das on 29-04-2012 to facilitate him to 

avail KCC loans. He stated that he don’t know any person in the name of Dhirendra Malakar  

and Sushanta Das as they do not fall under his Gaon Panchayat at that time.

32. During his cross for accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan and Ajmal Hussain 

Laskar he stated that there was around 8000 people in Dinanathpur area and he personally 

don’t remember all those persons but he used to issue certificates by verifying the documents 

and  proper  identification.  He  also  stated  that  he  has  not  seen  book  No.29  and  42  of 

Dinanathpur Gaon Panchayat for issuance of certificates. He denied the suggestion that the 

signatures appearing in those certificate are his.

In his cross-examination for accused Gautam Mohan he stated that the CBI 

person showed him the Xerox copy of these certificates and CBI person did not seize any 

books having the counter foils of the certificate issued by the Dinanathpur Gaon Panchayat.
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33.  PW-6,  Joydip  Chakraborty  deposed  that  he  was  GP  Secretary, 

Dinanathpur from 27-09-2012 to 28-08-2014. He also deposed that he had not issued any 

certificate in the name of Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan copy of which is appended Sl. No. 17 in Ext.6,  

i.e.  KCC  loan  application  of  Jalaluddin  Barbhuiya.  He  also  deposed  that  the  signature 

appearing in the certificate (Xerox copy) was not of his and he doesn’t know who has signed  

as secretary. Similarly, he also deposed that he has not issued any certificate in the name of  

Sayed Ahmed Laskar and Shamim Bahar Laskar which are appended in Ext.8 and Ext. 12 i.e.  

KCC loan application of Sayed Ahmed Laskar and Shamim Bahar Laskar.

He deposed that the above named persons did not live in Dinanathpur Gaon 

Panchayat area and he had not issued those certificates.

34. During his cross-examination he denied the suggestion that the name 

of these persons are included in the voter list of Dinanathpur Gaon Panchayat. He admitted 

that there are about 8000 people in Dinanathpur Gaon Panchayat and he personally donot 

know each of them. He denied the suggestion that after verification, he has issued those 

certificates. In cross he further stated that the CBI person showed him the Xerox copies of 

these certificate and CBI person did not  seize any books having the counter  foils  of  the 

certificate issued by the Dinanathpur Gaon Panchayat.

35. PW-7, Sayed Ahmed Laskar deposed that in the year 2014 he was posted 

at  Hailakandi  Post  Office  as  Post  Master  and  Bimalapur  Branch  Post  Office  falls  under 

Kalticherra  Sub  Post  Office  which  comes  under  Hailakandi  Post  Office.  He  deposed  that 

Ext.14,  Ext.15,  Ext.16,  Ext.17,  Ext.18  and Ext.19  are  the  registered  letters  addressed  to 

Shamim Bahar Laskar, Sushanta Das, Dhirendra Malakar, Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Jalal uddin 

barbhuiya and Suresh Tanti respectively and the Post man could not deliver these letters as 

these persons were not found in the given address. He also deposed that Ext.14 (1), Ext.15 

(1), Ext.16(1), Ext.17(1) and Ext.18(1) are the signatures of postman Majarak Ali Barbhuiyan, 

and Ext.19 (1) is the signature of Post Man Abdul Jalil Barbhuiyan, which he knows, being his 

colleagues. He exhibited the forwarding letter dated 01-04-2014 addressed to the Inspector 

of Police, CBI, whereby he had forwarded the above mentioned unserved six letters to the 

CBI as Ext 20 and Ext. 20(1) as his signature. 

He further deposed that Ext.21, Ext.22 and Ext.23 are the unserved registered 

letters addressed to Smti  Gita Rani  Das,  Smti  Sita Rani  Malakar and Pinky Nath and the 

address falls under the Mohanpur Branch Post Office under Ratanpur Road Sub Post Office 

which falls under Hailakandi Head Post Office, and these letters could not be served and 

returned back by the post man with remark” addressee not found, returned to the sender”. 
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He deposed that  Ext.24 is the forwarding letter 28-03-2014 whereby he forwarded the above 

referred unserved three letters to CBI. 

36. In his cross PW-7 stated that the postman enquired the nearby people 

of the addressee but did not take the signature of the witnesses, except in Ext.19. He stated 

in cross that as per Ext14 to Ext.19 and Ext.21 to Ext.23  the postman  went once to serve  

the letters. He denied that for not mentioning the PIN code the letters could not be served 

and that the address were not proper. He stated that he donot know how many people reside 

in Ramchandi Tea-estate, and  how many parts are there in Mohanpur village, and also donot  

know the  population of village Dinanathpur.

37. PW-8, Abdul Jalil Barbhuiya deposed that in the year 2014, he was the 

postman at Tantoo Branch Post Office under Lala Sub Post Office under Hailakandi Head Post 

Office and he was entrusted the duty to serve the registered letter addressed to Suresh Tanti 

of Ramchandi T.E. but could not serve the letter as he was not found in the given address. He 

further stated that he enquired four persons about the addressee but they told him that such 

person named Suresh Tanti do not hail from the given address. He exhibited the envelope as 

Ext.19 and Ext.19 (1) as his signature. He identified Ext.19 (2), Ext.19 (3), Ext.19(4) and 

Ext.19(5) as the signatures of Oshi Tanti (Asstt. Manager,T.E.), Jaynarayan Kanu(Teacher), 

Motilal Swarnakar(Dealer) and Suchitra Tanti (ASHA Worker) respectively who were witness 

to his visit to the garden to serve the letter.

38. In his cross-examination he stated that in Ext.19, sender name is not 

mentioned. He further stated in cross that the population of Ramchandi T.E. is about 1000. 

He denied the suggestion that  he enquired the witnesses at  a common place in the tea 

estate.

39.  PW-10,  Anwar  Hussain  Barbhuiya  who  is  also  a  postman  posted  at 

Ratanpur Branch Post Office in Hailakandi in the year 2012 deposed that Ext. 21, Ext. 22 and 

Ext. 23 are the registered letters addressed to Smt. Gita Rani Das, Smt. Sita Rani Malakar and  

Smt. Pinky Nath respectively but he could not find the addressees in the given address at 

Mohanpur and accordingly returned the letters with remark “Addressee not found return to 

sender” on 25.03.2014. He exhibited his signatures as Ext. 21(1), Ext. 22 (1) and Ext. 23 (1)  

on those notes.

 40. In his cross-examination he denied the suggestion that the addresses 

mentioned in Ext. 21, Ext. 22, Ext. 23 do not fall under his area of duty. He also stated in his  

cross  that  though he went  to  the address  4  times to  enquire  about  the addressees but 

mentioned about his only one visit in the exhibits. In cross he admitted that he had not taken 
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the signature of witnesses whom he enquired about the addressee. He also stated that some 

area of village Mohanpur falls under the Ratanpur Branch Post Office and some area of village  

Mohanpur falls under Mohanpur Branch Post office.

41. PW-11, Jakir Hussain Laskar deposed that he was the GP Secretary of 

Mohanpur Burni Breas Gram Panchayat since 28th Nov, 2011. He deposed that he did not 

issue certificate in the name of Pinky Nath (Ext. 4), Gita Rani Das (Ext. 30) and Sita Rani  

Malakar (Ext. 31) as Secretary Mohanpur Barnee Breas Gaon Panchayat. He also deposed 

that signatures marked as Ext. 4(1), Ext.30(1) and Ext.31(1) are not his signatures. He also  

deposed that Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das and Sita Rani Malakar do not hail from Mohanpur RA 

under Mohanpur Barnee village Gaon Panchayat. PW-11 further deposed that he verified the 

certified copy of the voter list enclosed with the above certificates and found them forged.  

He further deposed that his statement was recorded by the Judicial Magistrate First Class at  

Hailakandi on 11-09-2014 and he exhibited his statement as Ext. 32 and Ext.32(1) as his 

signature.

42. In his cross-examination he deposed that the format of Ext.4, Ext.30 

and Ext.31 do not tally with the format which they have in their office. In cross he stated 

that he has not seen the certificate format or the certificate book of Mohanpur Burni Breas 

Gram Panchayat in the court. He denied the suggestion that the certified copy of voter list  

enclosed with Ext.4, Ext.30 and Ext.31 were correct. He further denied that without verifying 

the documents, he has stated that these persons do not belong to Mohanpur Burni Breas 

Gram Panchayat. He denied that the persons named in Ext.4, Ext.30 and Ext.31 belongs to 

Mohanpur Burni Breas Gram Panchayat.

43. PW-12, Abdul Rahman Barbhuiyan deposed that he was the Chief Co-

coordinator of Hailakandi Farmer’s Club in the year 2011. He stated that he knows Mr.  

Gautam Mohan, who the Field Officer of State Bank of India, Hailakandi and he used to visit  

their office. He also stated that at that time Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan was the Associate Co-

coordinator of Hailakandi  Farmer’s Club. He also stated that during that time he issued 

certificate in the club’s letter pad in respect of 62 persons for Farmer’s loan from the State 

Bank of India. He also deposed that in the year 2012, the Chief Manager of State Bank of  

India  informed  him  in  writing  about  three  fake  loans  passed  through  the  Hailakandi 

Farmer’s  Club. He also deposed that  on being asked Gautam Mohan told him that  the 

papers were provided Abul  Kasim Barbhuiyan, Associate Coordinator and he accordingly 

passed those loan papers. He also deposed that he signed and forwarded 62 application 

forms of the beneficiaries by putting his signatures in those applications.
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He also deposed that Ext.4(2), Ext.30(2) and Ext.31(2) are not his signatures. 

He  also  stated  that  Ext.33,  Ext.34  and  Ext.35  appears  to  be  certificate  issued  by  East 

Hailakandi Farmer’s Club but denied Ext.33(1), Ext.34(1) and Ext.35(1) as his signatures. He 

also stated that his statement was recorded by Judicial Magistrate First Class Hailakandi and 

Ext.36 is the said statement and Ext.36(1) is his signature.

44. In his cross-examination he stated that the letter issued by the bank 

to him informing about the three fake loans has not been shown to him before the court. He 

also stated that he was not aware of the proposal being forwarded from their club in respect 

of these three loans. He denied the suggestion that Ext.4(2), Ext.30(2), Ext.31(2), Ext.33(1), 

Ext.34(1)  and Ext.35(1)  are his  signatures.  He also denied that  he has prepared twelve 

applications out of sixty two and attached with the loan documents, out of these six persons 

paid  him Rs.1000/-  each,  two  persons  paid  him Rs.2000/-  and  three  persons  paid  him 

Rs.1500/- each and one person was a club member and so no payment was given.

45. PW-14,  Sri Asish Bhattacharjee deposed before this court that he was 

working as Deputy Manager, SBI, Hailakandi Branch from the last part of year 2012 to the 

last part of 2013 and he was officiating as Development Banking Division (DBD) Manager and 

he was the sanctioning authority of KCC loans upto 1 lakh. He further deposed that Gautam 

Mohan was the Field Officer for about 1 month during his time and thereafter one Prasant 

Kumar joined in place of Gautam Mohan. He also deposed that he used to sanction the KCC 

loan on the basis of appraisal and recommendation of the Field Officer. He identified Ext. 37  

to Ext. 42 are the set of loan applications along with the documents in respect of Jalaluddin 

Barbhuiya, Suresh Tanti, Samim Bahar Laskar, Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Dhirendra Malakar and 

Sushanta Das respectively and these loan applications were processed during his period at 

Hailakandi but there is no signature of him as the sanctioning authority. He identified Ext. 

37(1) to Ext.  42(1) as the signatures of  Gautam Mohan who worked under him as Field  

Officer.

46. In his cross-examination he stated that he joined Hailkandi Branch as 

DBD Manager  on the 1st/2nd week of  November,  2012 and about  1  month of  his  joining 

Gautam Mohan was transferred. In cross he also stated that in respect of KCC loans, the field  

officer  assists  the loanee in  getting the forms filled up,  the Field  Officer  visits  the sites, 

collects the respective documents, verify the documents and submits the appraisal report for  

sanctioning the loan. The sanctioning authority checks the documents and appraisal report 

and  thereafter,  if  satisfied,  sanctions  the  loan and  thereafter,  the  Branch  Manager/Chief 
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Manager controls the sanction given by the sanctioning authority and thereafter the report is  

sent to the higher inspection authority. Thereafter, the voucher are prepared and the account 

of the loanee is credited with the loan amount. The loanee has to have an account with the  

Bank to get the loan amount.

In cross he also stated that he don’t remember if Ext. 37 to Ext. 42 were ever 

produced  before  him.  He  also  stated  that  in  respect  of  Ext.  37  to  Ext.  42  loans  were 

sanctioned by the then Chief Manager Basab Shyam on 13.12.2012 and identified Ext. 37(2) 

to Ext. 42(2) as the signatures of the then Chief Manager Basab Shyam, the Chief Manager of  

SBI Hailakandi Branch at that relevant time.

In cross he further deposed that in the first page of loan application i.e. Ext. 37 

to Ext. 42 the year of printing of the forms mentioned as year 2013 at the right hand top 

corner  of  the  forms.  He  denied  the  suggestion  that  the  Chief  Manager  Basab  Shyam 

approached him to sanction the loans as per Ext. 37 to Ext. 42 and the same being not in 

order he did not sanction it.

47. PW-15, Sri Deepak Kr. Bhowmick deposed that in the year 2014 he was 

posted  as  Chief  Manager,  SBI,  Hailakandi  Brnach and  on 23.01.2014  he  handed  over  7 

transfer vouchers and 2 transfer batch etc to the Inspector of Police, CBI, which were seized 

by the said Inspector vide Ext. 43 and he identified his signature as Ext. 43(1). He deposed 

that Ext. 44 to Ext. 50 are those 7 transfer vouchers in the name of Smti. Pinky Nath, Sayed 

Ahmed Laskar, Samim Bahar Laskar, Jalaluddin Barbhuiya, Suresh Tanti, Dhirendra Malakar 

and Sushanta Das respectively through which the amounts mentioned therein were credited 

in their respective savings accounts in respect of KCC loans. He also identified as Ext. 44(1) as 

the signature of the then Field Officer Gautam Mohan. He further deposed that Ext. 51 is the  

bullet  points of  the KCC scheme (in  2  sheets)  which he has given to  the CBI  Inspector 

regarding the procedure laid down in the Circular for KCC loan and identified Ext. 51(1) and 

Ext. 51(2) as his signatures.

He further deposed that on being asked by the CBI Inspector vide Ext. 52 

dated 20.10.2014, he after verifying the bank record furnished the list of 9 persons whose 

accounts are fake namely Smti.  Pinky Nath, Gitarani  Das,  Sitarani  Malakar,  Suresh Tanti, 

Sushanta Das, Jalaluddin Barbhuiya, Sayed Ahmed Laskar , Dhirendra Malakar and Samim 

Bahar Laskar. He exhibited his signature as Ext. 52(1). He further deposed that Vide his letter 

07.08.2014 he informed the inspector CBI about the position of 9 KCC accounts along with 
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their name, ID of the checker and maker of KCC loan account opened in the system and he 

exhibited the letter dated 07.08.2014 as Ext. 54 and Ext. 55 (in 6 sheets) are the statement  

of 180 KCC loan accounts,  showing the names, account no.,  sanctioned amount,  date of 

sanction,  maker and checker.  Ext.  53(1),  Ext.  54(1) and Ext.  55(1) to Ext.  55(6) are his 

signatures.

He also deposed that by the term “Maker” it means the bank person who has 

made the first data entry for opening the bank account and the checker verifies it and then 

approves it. He also deposed that as per Ext. 55 the name of the makers are Panna Das,  

Govinda Ch. Das, S.B. Roy, Gautam Mohan etc. and the ID no. of Gautam Mohan is 4495675  

and similarly, the name of the checkers are Basab Shyam, Gautam Mohan, S.B. Roy etc.

48. In his cross-examination he deposed that he is not sure what is meant 

by the word “closed” as appearing in the Ext. 54. He also deposed in cross that as against Sl.  

No. 186, 187, 188 and 189 the cash withdrawal voucher was approved by Mr. Basab Shyam, 

who was the then Chief Manager. He further stated that he prepared the Ext. 54 on the basis  

of the data available in the system. In cross he also indentified Ext. 45(1) to Ext. 50(1) as the 

signatures of the then Chief Manager Basab Shyam. He also stated that Ext. 44 is dated 

31.07.2012 whereas the other  6 vouchers are dated 04.03.2013.  In cross he denied the 

suggestion that he has mentioned the 9 nos. of accounts as fictitious on being stated by the  

CBI. In cross he also stated that in Ext. 53, he has not mentioned the word fictitious.

In cross he further stated that Ext. 52 shows the accounts of Smti. Pinky Nath,  

Gitarani Das, Sitarani Malakar, Suresh Tanti and Jalaluddin Barbhuiya as closed, which implies  

that  the  loan  amounts  were  repaid  and  the  accounts  were  closed.  He  also  stated  that 

amounts were recovered from Sushanta Das and Dhirendra Malakar but their accounts were 

not closed for some amounts were outstanding.

49.  PW-19,  Sri  K.  Gaininglung  Rongmei  deposed  that  he  joined  SBI  as 

Assistant on 01.01.2011 at Hailakandi Branch and worked there till 2014. He further deposed 

that being Asstt. his duties were as follows- to prepare loan documents such as KCC loan and  

Term Loan, etc, to put the same in the system and generate the loan form, to open loan 

accounts after being sanctioned by the competent authorities, disbursal of the loan amount 

and posting the vouchers and other related works as instructed by the authorities. He further  

deposed that as Asstt. his limit was to post the vouchers amounting up to Rs. 25,000/- and if 

limit  exceeds then it  needs to be authorised by the checkers.  He also deposed that  CBI  
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Inspector Mr. Philip showed him some vouchers pertaining to KCC loan disbursement and Ext. 

45 to Ext. 50 are those vouchers and Ext. 45/2, Ext. 46/2, Ext. 47/2, Ext.48/2, Ext. 49/2,  

Ext.50/2 are his signatures respectively and Ext. 45/1, Ext. 46/1, Ext. 47/1, Ext.48/1, Ext.  

49/1, Ext.50/1 are the signatures of Bashab Shyam. He further deposed that Mr. Bashab 

Shyam had instructed him to prepare the vouchers and disburse the loan.

50. In his cross-examination he deposed that he knows accused Gautam 

Mohan. He further deposed that while processing Ext. 37 to Ext. 42 accused Gautam Mohan 

was not posted at SBI, Hailakandi Branch. He further deposed that Ext. 37 to Ext. 42, the loan 

applications were generated in the year 2013 as per the instructions given by Basab Shyam 

who was holding the post of Chief Manager at that time in the Hailakandi Branch. He further  

deposed  that  the  documents  pertaining  to  the  loan applications  were  generated  in  their  

computer maintained in the Bank during the last week of February, 2013 or first week of 

March, 2013. He also stated that at the time of generating the aforesaid loan applications the 

signature of accused Gautam Mohan was not there, but the Branch Manager Sri Basab Shyam 

has sanctioned the loan by putting his signature in his presence. He also stated that at that 

time Sri Basab Shyam did not put any date in his presence. However, on the day of giving 

evidence he has seen the loan applications i.e Ext.37 to 42 with date as 13.12.2012. He 

exhibited signatures of Sri Basab Shyam as Ext.37/2 to 42/2.

In cross-examination he further deposed that in the Departmental Proceeding 

launched against Gautam Mohan he deposed that during the RFI Audit of the Branch Accused 

Gautam Mohan was called and at that time all documents may have been signed by him 

under the instructions of Chief Manager, Sri Basab Shyam. He further deposed that at 

first  the loan applications were generated in the system thereafter  was sent to the Field  

Officer for appraisal and after receipt of the appraisal report, the sanction is granted by the  

sanctioning authority.

51. PW-22, Sri Tamal Biswas deposed that he joined SBI, Hailakandi Branch 

on 02.06.2013 and was there till 30.05.2016. He deposed that he handed over 741 nos. of 

documents to Mr. Phillip Yanthan, I.O. of this case and the same was seized vide Ext.57 (in 

35 pages). Ext.57/1 to Ext.57/35 are his signatures with date on the said seizure memo. He 

further stated that Ext.56/3 is the signature of Mr.Basab Shyam with date and seal and Ext.56 

seizure memo dated 04-10-2013.
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PW-22 also deposed that in regard to KCC loan, when a KCC loan is sanctioned 

to a customer, bank firstly sanctions the loan limit to the customer and thereafter bank opens 

a KCC loan account of that loanee customer and disburses either the full amount or partial 

amount to the saving account of that customer but it is not mandatory to open a saving  

account along with KCC loan account. A customer can withdraw the money directly from his 

KCC loan account and also by KCC ATM card which is issued by the bank. For better practice, 

bank opens a saving account along with the KCC loan account.  Then bank disburses the 

amount ( partially or fully)  so that customer can use the amount as per his  requirement 

(through transfer voucher or ATM card) and it  is  not mandatory to have that customer’s  

signature in the transfer voucher as the transfer voucher does not facilitate the customer to 

withdraw money outside the bank. But the disbursed money must be transferred from the 

same customers loan account to saving account.

He also deposed that at the relevant point of time all KCC loan applications 

were appraised by Rural Marketing Recovery Officer  (RMRO), sanctioned by Development 

Banking Department Manager (DBDM) and controlled by the Chief Manager. He also deposed 

that as per the documents handed over to the CBI, I.O. there were a number of irregularities  

such  as  a  number  of  blank  loan  documents   and  without  signatures  of  Appraisal  

Officer(RMRO), Sanctioning Officer(DBDM) and Controlling Officer(Chief Manager).

In his evidence he deposed that about the following irregularities in respect of  

KCC loans:-

Ext.58(13 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927759 and saving account No.31104211969 in the 

name of Bodarun Nessa Barbhuiya with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction  

is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.58 are as follows- 

  Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

   Ext.59(16 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927646 and saving account No.31866618885 in the 

name of Taj Uddin Mazumdar with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is  

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.59 are as follows- 
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   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

 Ext.60(14 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927668 and saving account No.30856053240 in the 

name of Sayed Ahmed Barbhuiya with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is 

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.60 are as follows- 

   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

 Ext.61(12 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927986 and saving account No.30607856164 in the 

name of Mumina Khatun Barbhuiya with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction 

is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.61 are as follows-

   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

 Ext.62(12 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927953 and saving account No.30971644391 in the 

name of Jamil Ahmed Barbhuiya  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is  

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.62 are as follows- 

   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

 Ext.63(15 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32487312780 and saving account No.30273050911 in the 

name of Jabir Ahmed Choudhury  with sanction limit of Rs.73,000/- and the date of sanction  

is Aug,2012. The irregularities in Ext.63 are as follows- 
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   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

 Ext.64(15 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927748 and saving account No.30703920006 in the 

name of Kamrul Islam Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is 

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.64 are as follows- 

   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

 Ext.65(15 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927635 and saving account No.31310789659 in the 

name of Feruja Begum Barbhuiya with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction 

is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.65 are as follows- 

   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

 Ext.66(11 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927997 and saving account No.31670525729 in the 

name of Rabeiya Begum Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is 

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.66 are as follows- 

   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there. 

 Ext.67(12 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927975 and saving account No.30853111026 in the 

name of Abdul Mozid Mira  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/-  and the date of sanction is 

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.67 are as follows- 
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   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

  Ext.68(10 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129117961 and saving account No.30508726975 in the 

name of Mortuza Fazal Ali Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction 

is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.68 are as follows- 

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.69(15 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927737 and saving account No.30545836906 in the 

name of  Motibur  Rahman Barbhuiya   with sanction limit  of  Rs.50,000/-  and the  date  of  

sanction is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.69 are as follows- 

   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.70 (16 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927691 and saving account No.30462015269 in the 

name of  Zakir  Hussain  Mazarbhuiya   with  sanction  limit  of  Rs.50,000/-  and  the  date  of 

sanction is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.70 are as follows- 

   Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.71 (11 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129928005 and saving account No.32090524022 in the 

name of Abidur Rahman Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is  

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.71 are as follows- 
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   Form status  is  blank (form is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

  Ext.72 (14 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927624 and saving account No.31736327725 in the 

name of Nasrat Begum Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is  

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.72 are as follows-

  Form  status  is  blank  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Sourcing  agency  is  not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.73 (14 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129928016 and saving account No.32078651285 in the 

name of Ranjit Sahu  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is Jan,2012. 

The irregularities in Ext.73 are as follows- 

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.74 (13 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 321103689406 and saving account No.32083939398 in the 

name of Kalamdar Ali Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is 

Dec,2011. The irregularities in Ext.74 are as follows- 

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.75 (11 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927964 and saving account No.31670473213 in the 

name of  Mustafa  Ahmed  Mazumdar   with  sanction  limit  of  Rs.50,000/-  and  the  date  of 

sanction is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.75 are as follows- 
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   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.76 (12 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129337589 and saving account No.32125328965 in the 

name of Sandip Suklabaidya  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is 

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.76 are as follows-

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.77 (17 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 31909171656 and saving account No.31906996217 in the 

name of Abdul Mannaf Choudhury  with sanction limit of Rs.48,300/- and the date of sanction 

is 28-08-2011. The irregularities in Ext.77 are as follows- 

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling 

Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.78 (12 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129904254 in the name of Ismail  Ali  Laskar  with  

sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.78 

are as follows- 

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are 

not there.

 Ext.79 (14 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32488584924  and saving account No. 32145389436 in 

the name of Abdul Mannan Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.73,000/- and the date of sanction 

is 18-08-2012. The irregularities in Ext.79 are as follows- 
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   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are 

not there.

 Ext.80 (11 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129927318  and saving account No. 32129903759 in 

the name of Aftab Uddin Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is  

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.80 are as follows-

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are 

not there.

 Ext.81(16 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents in 

respect of KCC loan account No. 32127706050  and saving account No. 31866612453 in the 

name of Altaf Hussain Barbhuiya  with sanction limit of Rs.49,400/- and the date of sanction 

is Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.81 are as follows- 

   Form  status  is  partly  filled  (form  is  not  duly  filled  up).  Signatures  of 

Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are not there.

 Ext.82 (11 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129336620  and saving account No. 31615614389 in 

the name of Kutub Uddin Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is 

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.82 are as follows- 

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are 

not there.

 Ext.83 (13 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents 

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32129336766  and saving account No. 32108150390 in 

the name of Sk Bodrul Hoque  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is  

Jan,2012. The irregularities in Ext.83 are as follows- 
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   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are 

not there.

 Ext. 84 (15 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents  

in respect of KCC loan account No. 32109638239  and saving account No. 30277686385 in 

the name of A.H.M. Saharuz Zaman Laskar  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of  

sanction is Dec,2011. The irregularities in Ext. 84 are as follows

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are 

not there.

  Ext. 85 (20 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents  

in respect of saving account No. 32043223395 in the name of Amad Uddin Barbhuiya  with  

sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is Jan, 2012. The irregularities in Ext. 85 

are as follows- 

   Form status is partly filled (form is not duly filled up). Sourcing agency is not 

mentioned. Signatures of Sanctioning Officer/DBD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are 

not there.

 Ext.86(14  sheets)  is  the  application  form  for  Agricultural  Term  Loan  A/C 

No.32801747524 in the name of Azmal Hussain Laskar of SBI, Hailakandi branch for poultry 

loan amounting to Rs.5,40,000/- bearing signature of applicant. 

  Ext. 87 (14 sheets) is the KCC loan application form along with the documents  

in respect of KCC account No. 32424354779 and savings Account no.32260766912 in the 

name of Gita Rani Das  with sanction limit of Rs.50,000/- and the date of sanction is 12-07-

2012. This KCC account, Ext.87 has been closed.

 Ext.88  to  Ext.94  are  the  withdrawal  vouchers  in  the  name  of  Pinki  Nath 

(Ext.88), Geeta Rani Das (Ext.89), Sita Rani Malakar (Ext.90), Sayed Ahmed Laskar(Ext.91, 

Ext.92), Shamim Bahar Laskar (Ext.93, Ext.94).

PW-22 further deposed that Ext. 51(2 sheets) is the gist of the KCC Scheme on 

the basis  of  bank  circular  no.  NBG/ABU/PDM-KCC/24/2008-09 dated  30.03.2009.  He  also 
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stated that KCC loans were sanctioned on the basis of land holdings and to produce the  

seasonal crops by way of revolving cash credit to meet the farmer’s need.

52. During his cross-examination he deposed that after going through the 

irregularities in the KCC loan procedure which took place prior to his joining, he did not lodge 

any police case. He denied the suggestion that there were no irregularities while disbursing 

KCC loan.

In his further cross he deposed that while processing the loan application vide 

Ext.58 to Ext.85, he was not posted at SBI, Hailakandi branch and as such he cannot say how 

the loan applications were processed. He also stated that regarding disbursement of money in 

respect of the said loans no documents were shown to him. In cross he also stated that in 

Hailakandi branch, there was a practice that for opening loan account, a loanee should have a  

savings bank account and the proceeds of the loan amount are credited to the savings bank 

account for the purpose of credit and withdrawal. However in some case the loanee directly 

withdraws money from the KCC loan account.  He further stated that there may be some 

difficulty  for  Gautam  Mohan  in  dealing  with  pre-sanction  survey  since  he  was  not  fully 

acquainted with  the ‘Sylheti’  language which was prevalent  in  the rural  areas within  the 

jurisdiction of the branch.

53. PW-24,  Sri  Bijoy Kumar Singha who was working as bearer  in 

Circuit House, Hailakandi deposed that Ext. 96 (in 6 sheets) is the specimen signatures of 

Abul Kasim Barbhuiya dated 10-09-2014 given in his presence. He identified his signatures as  

Ext.96/1 to Ext.96/6. He further deposed that Ext.97 (in 6 sheets) is the specimen signatures  

of Ajmal Hussain Laskar dated 18-12-2014 which was taken in his presence and Ext.97/1 to 

Ext.97/6 are his signatures as witness.

54. In cross he stated that he can recognize the person who put specimen 

signatures in Ext.96 and Ext.97.

55.  Apart  from the  above  witnesses  the  prosecution  has  examined  two 

seizure witnesses PW-17, Raju das and PW-18, Arup Das who have deposed before this court 

that  at  the  relevant  time they were  working at  the  Hailakandi  Head Post  Office  and  on 

04.10.2013, on being directed by the Post Master they accompanied CBI personals to the 

State Bank of India, Hailakandi Branch where vide Ext. 56 CBI seized 10 nos. of documents in  
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their presence and they put their signatures as seizure witness as Ext. 56/1 and Ext. 56/2 

respectively.

56. Prosecution also examined one official witness being PW-9, Sri Dipak Das 

who was the Revenue Sheristadar in D.C. Office, Hailakandi. He deposed that in the year 

2014, CBI made some enquiry in their office regarding certain land documents used for KCC 

loan purpose and in this regard Addl. Dy. Commissioner, Revenue forwarded three reports to 

the  CBI  which  were  submitted  by  the  Asstt.  Settlement  Officer  and  Election  Officer, 

Hailakandi. He exhibited the forwarding letter dated 06.08.2014 issued by Sri Bhupesh Ch. 

Das as Ext. 25, Ext. 26 and Ext. 29 report dated 06.08.2014 of Sri Rajiv Roy, the Asstt. 

Settlement Officer and Election Officer, Ext. 27 report dated 06.08.2014 submitted by Mr. F.R. 

Laskar, Asstt. Settlement Officer, Katlichara Circle and Ext. 28 as the report dated 06.08.2014  

submitted by Mr. Sarfaraz Hoque, the Asstt. Settlement Officer, Hailakandi District. He stated 

that as per Ext. 26, Ext. 27 and Ext. 28 the land inquired by CBI was not found in the revenue 

record. He also stated that as per Ext. 29 the persons named therein were not found in the 

Electoral Roll of 7 Katlichara and 8 Algapur Assembly Constituency.

57. In his cross-examination he stated that he do not know what report 

was submitted by the L.R. staff to the Settlement Officer as regard to Ext. 26, Ext. 27 and 

Ext. 28. He denied that without verifying the records the Asstt. Settlement Officer and the 

Election Officer submitted the report Ext. 26 to Ext. 29.

58. Prosecution examined Mr. Rajiv Roy who was posted as Election Officer at  

Hailakandi in the year 2014 as PW-13. He deposed that in that year he received a letter of 

CBI through DC, Hailakandi to verify the name of 9 (nine) persons mentioned therein from 

the electoral rolls of LAC-7 Katlicherra and LAC-8 Algapur and after verification from the 

office of the Electoral Registration Officer vide Ext. 29 he submitted on 06.08.2014 his report 

stating that those nine persons were not found in the electoral rolls of LAC-7 Katlicherra and 

LAC-8 Algapur.

PW-13 submitted that vide report dated 06.08.2014 (Ext. 26) that there is no 

Daag No. 78, 79 and 80 in RS. Patta No. 16 & 17 Ram Chandi TE, Pargona Vernerpur in the  

district of Hailakandi.

59. In his cross-examination he had deposed that they have not come to 

verify the address of those 9 persons and submitted report on the basis of Electoral Rolls. He 

also stated that he has not personally seen the electoral roll of the aforesaid LACs.
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60. Prosecution examined on Mr. Fazrul Rahman Laskar who was working as 

Asstt. Settlement Officer, Katlichara of Hailakandi district during the year 2014 as  PW-20. 

He  deposed  that  Ext.  27  is  a  report  submitted  by  him  to  the  then  Dy.  Commissioner, 

Hailakandi which was prepared on the basis of report of the land record staff in respect of II 

RS Patta No. 45, Daag No. 47 and 48 of Mauza Dinanathpur Part I, Porgona Serispur. He 

deposed that Daag and Pattas mentioned in Ext. 27 do not match with the record.

61.  In  his  cross-examination he  submitted  that  he  did  not  personally 

verified the records which was prepared by the record keeper of the land records.

62.  Prosecution examined one Sarfaraz Hoque who was working as Circle 

Officer and holding Addl. Charge of Asstt. Settlement Officer, Hailakandi Circle during 2014 

as PW-21. He deposed that on being called by the Dy. Commissioner he submitted a report 

regarding status of land vide Ext. 28 in respect of Patta No. 26, 27 and 28 corresponding to  

Daag No. 88, 89, 90, 92, 94, 113 and 117 of Mauza Mohanpur RA under Hailakandi. He 

deposed that the above nos. Patta do not match with the corresponding Daags.

63.  In  his  cross-examination he  submitted  that  before  submitting  the 

report Ext. 28, he has personally gone through the record. He denied the suggestion that 

without going through the records he submitted his report, Ext. 28 on the request of CBI.

64. The prosecution examined one Smti. Gypsy Deb, Judicial Magistrate First 

Class as PW-16 who deposed that as per the order the ld. CJM, Hailakandi she recorded the 

164 Cr.P.C. statement of witnesses Abdul Rahman Borbhuiyan and Jakir Hussain Laskar in 

connection  with  CBI  Case  No.  RCSH2013A0003-SHG-Shillong  and  she  exhibited  the 

statements as Ext. 32 and Ext. 36 respectively wherein Ext. 32/2 and Ext. 36/2 are her 

signatures and Ext.  32/1 as the signature of  Jakir  Hussain Laskar  and Ext.  36/1 as the  

signature of Abdul Rahman Barbhuiyan.

65. In cross she stated that the witnesses produced their voter id-card and 

after confirming their identity she recorded their 164 Cr.P.C. statement.

66.  Prosecution  examined  Smti.  Rithelda  Rymbai,  Judicial  Magistrate  First 

Class as  PW-23 who deposed that on 22.09.2014 the ld. CJM, Shillong, East Khashi Hills 

District endorsed her to record the 164 Cr.P.C. statement of witness Tapas Ranjan Nath and 

accordingly  she  on  03.11.2014  recorded  the  164  Cr.P.C.  statement  of  the  witness  and 

exhibited the statement as Ext. 13 and identified the signatures of the witness as Ext. 13/1 

and Ext. 13/2 and her own signature as Ext. 13/3.
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67. In her cross-examination she stated that the witness communicated 

with her in English. She stated that she has not mentioned in Ext. 13 that the CBI officials 

had identified the witness as Tapas Ranjan Nath.

68.  The prosecution examined the Forensic Expert as  PW-25 who deposed 

that  he is working as Deputy Director, Scientist- ‘D’(GEQD),Railway Board Building, Shimla 

and received specialized training in handwriting examination, detection of forgery and other 

various allied questioned documents probe and he is in this profession of examination of 

questioned documents etc. for last 32 years during which he had examined thousands of  

documents  and  have  expressed  opinion  on  them  independently.  He  deposed  that  the 

document of this case was submitted for scientific examination and opinion by HOB, CBI, SP, 

ACB, Shillong vide its letter DPSHG/2014/3703 and 3718/RC03(A)2013SHG dated 11-11-2014 

and 31-12-2014, the detail  of the documents received vide letters mentioned above is as 

below:

Questioned Documents: 

  Red enclosed short signature marked Q-1 is contained in Ext.98. Q-2 is Ext.3/1. 

Q-3 on letter of arrangement is Ext.3/2. Q-4 is Ext.3/3, Q-5 is Ext.3/4, Q-6 is Ext.4/2, Q-7 is  

Ext.33/1.  Q-15 is Ext. 87/1, Q-16 is Ext.87/2, Q-17 is Ext.87/3, Q-18 is Ext.87/4, Q-19 is 

Ext.87/5,  Q-20 is  Ext.30/2,  Q-21 is  Ext.34/1,  Q-22 is  Ext.88/1,  Q-23 is  Ext.89/1,  Q-24 is 

Ext.90/1,  Q-25 is  Ext.91/1,  Q-26 is  Ext.92/1,  Q-27 is  Ext.93/1,  Q-28 is  Ext.94/1,  Q-29 is 

Ext.5/2, Q-30 is Ext.11/2, Q-31 is Ext.7/2, Q-32 is Ext.9/2.

 Ext.99 (in 14 sheets) is a loan application of SBI, Local Head Office, Guwahati 

with regard to Agri-business department for KCC A/C no.32424354768 in the name of Smti 

Sita Rani Malakar. Q-8 is Ext.99/1, Q-9 is Ext.99/2, Q-10 is Ext.99/3, Q-11 is Ext.99/4, Q-12 is 

Ext.99/5, Q-13 is Ext.31/2, Q-14 is Ext.35/1.

 For scientific examination and comparison of the aforesaid questioned exhibits,  

standard signatures were supplied, the detail of which is as below:

1)  S-1, S-1A to S-1E-  Blue enclosed short initials purported to be of one Sri Abul Kasim 

Barbhuiya which are on six sheets and are exhibited as Ext.96 collectively. 

2) S-2, S-2A to S-2E-  Blue enclosed English signatures purported to be of one Sri Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar on six sheets and are exhibited as Ext.100 collectively.

S-2F to S-2K - Blue enclosed English signatures purported to be of one Sri 

Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  on  six  sheets  and  are  exhibited  as  Ext.97  collectively.  Extensive 

admittedly genuine English signatures of person namely Ajmal Hussain Laskar were also made 
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available  to  the  laboratory  for  scientific  examination  and  comparison  with  the  relevant 

questioned exhibits.  These  admittedly  genuine  signatures  were  marked as  ‘A-1’  to  ‘A-33’ 

which are on Ext.86/1 to Ext.86/33.

69. PW-25 after careful and thorough scientific examination and comparison 

of questioned items submitted his opinion vide report no. CFSL(G) /57 /2014 /Doc/C/ 2014/ 

42 dated 18-02-2015 which is in two sheets bearing his signature marked as Ext. 101/1 and  

Ext. 101/2 in his report, Ext.101. He further deposed that Ext. 102 in 3 sheets is the detailed  

reasons of his opinion wherein Ext.102/1 and Ext.102/2 and Ext.102/3 are his signatures with 

designation.

70.  In  his  cross-examination he  deposed  that  the  in  Ext.100,  in  the 

document containing marking as S-2 to the blue enclosed signatures purported to be of one 

Sri Ajmal Hussain Laskar do not contain his signatures anywhere in the documents, though 

each sheet consists of laboratory stamp with the case no. and marking to the sheet.

He also stated that in Ext.96, the document containing marking as S-1 to the 

blue enclosed short  signatures  purported to  be of  one Sri  Abul  Kasim Barbhuiya  do not  

contain his signatures anywhere in the documents, though each sheet consists of laboratory 

stamp with the case no. and marking to the sheet. He also stated in Ext. 86 which contains 

the admitted signature marked as ‘A-1’ to A-33 collectively, at no place these documents  

contains his signatures however these documents do contain stamp of the laboratory along 

with  laboratory  case  no.  He  denied  the  suggestion  that  he  has  not  followed the  proper 

procedures and steps for examination for arriving at the scientific opinion.

71.  Prosecution  examined  the  Investigating  Officer,  Mr.  Rishamo  Philip 

Yanthan, Inspector of Police, CBI, ACB, Shillong as PW-26. In his evidence he deposed that 

after registration of the present case on 30.08.2013 under section 120-B/409/468/471 IPC 

r/w section 13(2) and 13(1)(d) of P.C. Act 1988 he proceeded for the investigation of the 

case.

He identified Ext.103 (in 7 pages) as the FIR no. R.C SHG 2013A0003 dated 

30-08-2013, and Ext.104 as the forwarding letter no. DPSHG2013/4652/RCSHG2013A0003 

dated 30-08-2013 vide which the FIR (Ext.103) was forwarded to the Hon’ble Court of Special  

Judge,  CBI,  Assam.  Ext.104/1  is  the  signature  of  Sri  Navajyoti  Gogoi,  IPS,  the  then 

HOB/SP/CBI/ACB/Shillong which he identifies.
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He deposed  that  vide  Ext.  56  he  seized  9  nos.  of  SBI  Accounts  and  one 

statement  of  account  (total  10)  from  Sri  Basab  Shyam,  the  then  Chief  Manager,  SBI, 

Hailakandi and Ext. 56/3 is his signature. He also stated that one Arup Das and Raju Das also 

put their signatures as witnesses in Ext. 56 as Ext. 56/1 and Ext. 56/2.

He deposed vide Ext.43 he had seized 9 nos. of documents from Sri Dipak 

Kumar Bhowmik, the then Chief Manager, SBI, Hailakandi wherein Ext.43/2 is his signature 

and Ext.43/1 is the signature of Sri Dipak Kumar Bhowmik, the then Chief Manager, SBI, 

Hailakandi. 

He also deposed that vide Ext.57 he had seized 741 nos. of documents from 

Sri Tamal Biswas, the then Assistant Manager, SBI, Hailakandi and Ext.57/36 to Ext.57/70 are 

his signatures and Ext.57/1 to Ext.57/35 are the signatures of Sri Tamal Biswas, the then 

Assistant Manager, SBI, Hailakandi. 

He  exhibited  as  Ext.105  the  letter  addressed  to  the  Chief  Manager,  SBI, 

Hailakandi on the subject of misuse of the name of Chief Manager and Bank’s name. 

He  also  identified  as  Ext.106  the  letter  no.CM/53/107  dated  27-08-2012 

addressed to the Chief  Coordinator,  East  Hailakandi,  Farmer’s  Club,  Hailakandi  under  the 

subject complaint sponsoring of fake loan  proposal by East Hailakandi Framer’s Club written 

and signed by the then Chief Manager, SBI, Hailakandi, Sri Basab Shyam wherein  Ext.106/1 

is the signature of Sri Basab Shyam.

He  also  identified  Ext.107  as  the  letter  no.  CM/54/68  dated  04-07-2013 

addressed to the Chief Coordinator, South Hailakandi, Farmer’s Club, Hailakandi under the 

subject irregularities in loan documents in KYC Compliance.

 He deposed that Ext.108 is the transfer batch (Care Voucher) certified by Chief 

Manager, SBI, Hailakandi, Ext.109 as the KCC disbursement dated 17-04-2013 seized from 

Branch Manager,  SBI,  Hailakandi and Ext.110 is  the KCC disbursement dated 17-04-2013 

seized from Branch Manager, SBI, Hailakandi for amount of Rs. 1,30,000/-. 

 He identified  Ext.32 and Ext.36 as 164 Cr.P.C.  statements of  Jakir  Hussain 

Laskar and Abdul Rahman Barbhuiyan respectively, recorded by Smti. Gypsy Deb, the then 

Chief Judicial Magistrate, Hailakandi.
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   He deposed that Ext.3 is the loan application form in the name of Smti Pinki 

Nath and Ext.3/5 is the signature of the accused Gautam Mohan, the then RMRO. He stated 

that Ext.4 is the fake certificate of office of the Mohanpur, Burnie Braes Gaon Panchayat, in 

the name of Smti Pinki Nath where in the signature with seal was done by the then RMRO, 

Gautam Mohan which is Ext. 4/3, showing certification of the signature in the documents. 

He also stated that Ext.114 is the pre-sanctioned inspection report in the name 

of Smti Pinki Nath which is duly signed with seal in the name and signature of the Inspecting  

Officer, Sri Gautam Mohan which is Ext.114/1.

He also deposed that Ext.87 is the loan application form in the name of Smti. 

Geeta Rani Das which is duly signed with seal in the name and signature of the Inspecting 

Officer, Sri Gautam Mohan which is Ext.87/6 and Ext.87/7. He stated that Ext. 87/8 is the pre-

sanction inspection report dated 7.7.2012 duly signed and sealed by Sri Gautam Mohan which 

is Ext. 87/9.

He also stated that Ext. 30 is a fake certificate of Mohanpur, Burnie Braes Gaon 

Panchayat, in the name of Smti Geeta Rani Das which was duly signed with seal was done by 

the then RMRO, Gautam Mohan which is Ext.30/3, showing certification of the signature in 

the documents.

He deposed that the Ext. 5, Ext. 7, Ext. 9 and Ext. 11 are the certificates issued 

by  the  Chief  Coordinator  Sri  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  issued  in  the  name  of  Jalaluddin 

Barbhuiyan, Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Direndra Malakar and Shamim Bahar Laskar respectively. 

Ext. 5/2, Ext. 7/2, Ext. 9/2 and Ext. 11/2 are the signatures of Sri Ajmal Hussain Laskar.

He also deposed that Ext. 99 is the loan application form in the name of Smti  

Sita Rani Malakar and the application has been duly signed and sealed by Sri Gautam Mohan 

the then RMRO, Hailakandi. Ext. 99/6 and Ext. 99/7 are the signatures of the then RMRO Sri 

Gautam  Mohan  which  he  know  because  many  official  documents  were  verified  through 

concerned officers many times.

He stated that Ext. 31 is certificate of Mohanpur Burnie Braes Gaon Panchayat, 

issued  in the name of Smti Sita Rani Malakar which was fake document. He also stated that 

Ext. 99/8 is a pre-sanction inspection report conducted by the then dated 7.7.2012 in respect  

of applicant Smti Sita Rani Malakar. The seal and signature of the then RMRO were appended  
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in the column of the inspecting officer by Sri Gautam Mohan. Ext. 99/9 is signature of the  

then RMRO Sri Gautam Mohan which he knows.

He also deposed that Ext. 100 (in 6 sheets) contains the voluntary specimen 

handwriting/signature of Sri Ajmal Hussain Laskar. Ext.100/1 to Ext.100/6 are his signatures. 

Ext.100/7 to Ext.100/12 are the signatures of Alauddin Laskar and Ext.100/13 to Ext.100/18 

are the signatures of Bahrul Hussain Barbhuiyan (independent witnesses).

He  also  stated  that  Ext.97  (in  6  sheets)  contains  the  voluntary  specimen 

handwriting/signature of Sri Ajmal Hussain Laskar. Ext.97/7 to Ext.97/12 are his signatures. 

Ext.97/13 to Ext.97/18 are the signatures of Alauddin Laskar and Ext.97/1 to Ext.97/6 are the 

signatures of Bijoy Kumar Singha (independent witnesses).

 He further deposed that Ext.96 (in 6 sheets) contains the voluntary specimen 

handwriting/signature of Sri Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan. Ext.96/7 to Ext.96/12 are his signatures. 

Ext.96/13 to Ext.96/18 are the signatures of Alauddin Laskar and Ext.96/1 to Ext.96/6 are the 

signatures of Bijoy Kumar Singha (independent witnesses).

He deposed that the above mentioned specimen signatures were then sent to 

GEQD along with the questioned documents. He also deposed that the CFSL report is Ext.101. 

 He deposed that during investigation it was found that Sri Gautam Mohan, the 

then RMRO, Field Appraising Officer had fraudulently and dishonestly opened 28 KCC loans, 

total amounting to Rs.14,43,700/-  in the system unauthorizedly without any sanction and 

controll  in  the KCC loan documents by the competent authority.  Apart  from this  28 KCC 

Loans,  investigation  has found  9 KCC loans  were  sanctioned  and disbursed  to  fictitious 

persons on the basis of false appraisal, both on the recommendation of the said person. Out 

of  these,  three  such  accounts  was  sourced  by  Sri  Abul  Kasim Barbhuiyan  (A-3)  of  East 

Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and the six fictitious loans were sourced by Sri Azmal Hussain Laskar 

, Chief Coordinator, South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. In the three aforesaid application forms, 

Sri Gautam Mohan the then RMRO/ Field Appraising Officer has recommended stating that 

land  records  /  documents  had  been obtained  and  verified  and  found  to  be  correct  and 

showing  that  the  farm  was  visited  on  07-07-2012  and  recommended  for  sanction  of  

Rs.50,000/- each. Sri Gautam Mohan had also mentioned in the observation of the Inspecting 

Official that the KYC applicant are verified and which are found correct as per information 

collected. As already exhibited in the name of Smti Pinki Nath, Smti Gita Rani Das and Smti 
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Sita Rani Malakar, the aforesaid documents enclosed with the KCC loan forms were all fake. 

Sri Gautam Mohan had fraudulently and dishonestly had submitted false appraisal report with 

recommendation of Rs.50,000/-.

He deposed that after completion of investigation, the charge sheet was filed 

and  submitted  to  the  Hon’ble  Court  of  Special  Judge,  CBI,  Assam  on  02-12-2014,  U/S 

120B/420/468 and 471 IPC r/w 13(2) and 13(1)(d) of P.C. Act, 1988 against Sri Gautam 

Mohan, Azmal Hussain Laskar and Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan and exhibited the charge sheet as 

Ext.116. He exhibited his signature as Ext.116/1 to Ext.116/25 with official seal as I.O. of this 

case and  Ext.116/26 as the signature of the then HOB, CBI, Shillong, Sri S.S. Kishore with 

official seal.

72. In his cross-examination for accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan and Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar he stated that on 30-08-2013, he was entrusted to proceed with the case and 

on 30-09-2013 and on many other dates he visited Hailakandi. He denied the suggestion that 

he never visited Hailakandi for investigation of this case.

In cross he stated that he has not seized any document from East Hailakandi 

Farmer’s Club and South Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club but seized some documents  from SBI, 

Hailakandi branch. He denied the suggestion that he did not properly investigate against  Sri  

Basab Shyam and Sri Dipak Kumar Bhowmik. He also denied the suggestion that he did not 

visit the villages to verify the authenticity of the documents mentioned in Ext.108.

He denied that the documents reflected in Ext.56 were seized in absence of 

witnesses  from Sri  Basab  Shyam,  the  then  Chief  Manager,  SBI,  Hailakandi.  In  cross  he 

confirmed that Ext.52 is the letter of statement of KCC loan dated 20-10-2014  in respect of  

nine  fictitious  accounts  forwarded  to  him  by  the  Chief  Manager,  SBI,  Hailakandi  before 

submission of the chargesheet.

He also stated in cross that Ajmal Hussain Laskar did not put his signature in 

his presence in Ext. 5, Ext. 7, Ext. 9 and Ext. 11. He denied the suggestion that no fictitious  

accounts were reflected in Ext. 52.

73. In his cross examination for accused Gautam Mohan he stated that 

in the FIR the date of occurrence is shown as 2011 and 2012 and Sri Basab Shyam, the then 

Chief Manager, SBI (main branch), Hailakandi, Assam and Sri Shyamal Baran Roy the then 
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Divisional Manager of Development Banking Division (DBD) were cited as accused no. 1 and 

2. In cross he admitted that in respect of 3 nos. of KCC loan accounts, in the name of Smti  

Pinky  Nath,  Smti  Gita  Rani  Das  and  Smti.  Sita  Rani  Malakar  sourced  by East  Hailakandi 

Farmer’s Club, though the amounts were disbursed for Rs. 30,000/- each but all the loan 

accounts were closed on 29.08.2012 after recovery of the loan amounts. He also stated in 

cross that the six loan accounts sourced by South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club in the name of Sri  

Suresh Tanti, Sri Susanta Das, Sri Jalaluddin, Sri Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Sri Dhirendra Malakar 

and Sri Shamim Bahar Laskar were sanctioned by the sanctioning authority on 01.03.2013. He 

further stated that the loan account of Sri Suresh Tanti and Sri Jalaluddin Borbhuiyan were 

closed on 10.07.2013. He also stated that the application form of the loanees namely Sri 

Suresh  Tanti,  Sri  Susanta  Das,  Sri  Jalaluddin  Borbhuiya,  Sri  Sayed  Ahmed  Laskar,  Sri  

Dhirendra Malakar and Sri Shamim Bahar Laskar were generated in the year 2013 as appears 

from Ext. 37, Ext. 38, Ext. 39, Ext. 40, Ext. 41 and Ext. 42 and all the loans were sanctioned  

by Sri Basab Shyam, the then Chief Manager, SBI, Hailakandi (main branch) on 13.12.2012 

and appraisal report was submitted by accused Gautam Mohan on 13.12.2012.

In cross he also stated that in respect of the aforesaid loan applications he did 

not verify who was the maker as well as the checker of the loan application form which were 

generated. He admitted that accused Gautam Mohan in his statement before him stated that 

he was transferred to Arunachal Branch on 14.12.2012 and subsequently he came back to the 

Hailakandi  branch to  do  some bank works.  He  further  stated  that  the signatures  of  the 

appraisal officer i.e. Gautam Mohan as well as the Branch Manager FIR named accuse no. 1 

was made after generation of the application forms in the year 2013.

He further stated in cross that though in the charge sheet at para 17.3 it has 

been stated that loan accounts of 28 persons were processed without appraisal report and 

without sanction from the competent authority but as per Ext. 55 it appears that aforesaid 

loan  were  sanctioned  by  the  competent  authority  on  different  dates.  He  denied  the 

suggestion that he conducted the investigation in perfunctory manner.

74. In this case the defense in order to prove their plea has examined one Sri 

Kalyan Acharjee, an employee of SBI as DW-01. He has deposed before this court that he 

worked as Field Officer at Hailakandi Branch from 2011 onwards and thereafter, on being 

promoted as a Scale-II Officer on 12.08.2012 he continued to serve the branch till March, 

2015. He also stated that at that time, Mr. Gautam Mohan was posted as Rural Marketing and  
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Recovery Officer (RMRO) and Mr. Gautam Mohan was assigned with the duty of recovery of 

all types of loans as well as processing of agricultural loan, and that time Mr. Basab Shyam 

was the Chief Manager of the bank.

He submitted that while he was posted at Hailakandi Branch he saw a huge 

gathering of members of the Farmer’s Club in the bank. He further deposed that in order to 

open any account whether it is loan or SB account, the customer initially has to produce KYC 

documents in original along with Xerox copy and the Xerox copies are to be self attested, and 

any officer of the bank has to personally verify the documents and thereafter he has to put a 

certificate in the Xerox copies “verified with the originals and accepted at the branch” and 

then the officer concerned has to put his signature including his specimen signature or SS 

number and then the concerned officer will verify the columns in the account opening form 

after his satisfaction he will put his signature in the column for bank purpose for opening of  

the account.

He further deposed that only after completion of the above formalities all the 

particulars in the account opening form shall be fed into the system of the bank and after  

verification account no. will be generated on being authorized by the bank official.

He also deposed that Ext. A, Ext. B, Ext. C, Ext. D, Ext. E and Ext. F are the 

respective duly certified copies of account opening forms of Mr. Susanta Das, Mr. Suresh 

Tanti, Mr. Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Mr. Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan, Mr. Shamim Bahar Laskar and Mr. 

Dhirendra Malakar. He also stated that in the A/c opening form of the six accounts he did not 

find any signature of the bank officer in any page of the account opening forms. He stated 

that no bank officer has authorized the account.

He also stated that Ext. H contains details of Maker ID and Checker ID and Ext.  

H reflects that in respect  of  all  the above referred six  accounts  i.e.  Ext.  A to Ext.  F are  

checked by the then Chief Manager Mr. Basab Shyam who was the holder of ID number  

1947710. He also deposed that Ext. I is the attendance sheet for the month December’12 

which shows that from 17 December accused Gautam Mohan was not in attendance as he has 

been transferred to Arunachal Branch on 15.12.2012.

He  further  deposed  that  as  per  Ext.  J  accused  Gautam Mohan  was  given 

additional work of ATM since 11.08.2012 due to deficiency of officers. He further stated that 
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as  a  Field  Officer,  bank  officers  has  to  assigne  many  duties  including  recovery  of  loan, 

development of business and as a result there was work pressure.

75. In his cross-examination by the Prosecution he stated that Ext. A to 

Ext.  J were not certified as per  the Banker’s  Book of  Evidence Act and he identified the  

signatures of the Chief Manager on the basis of the seal appended below the signature. He 

also stated in cross that Ext. A to Ext. J were brought by him to the court though he has not 

received any written letter authorizing him to carry the aforesaid documents.

In cross he admitted that the Field Officer is required to verify the documents 

enclosed with KCC loan application form and is also required to make pre-sanction visit to 

village in order to make local enquiry. He also stated that Field Officer is also required to see 

that the borrower’s should have undisputed cultivation rights and all these requirements are 

to  be verified  by the Field  Officer  before  submitting  the appraisal  report.  He denied  the 

suggestion that he has deposed falsely.

76. Prosecution in this case exhibited several documents including Prosecution 

Sanction Order (Ext. 1), KCC Loan Applications along with its enclosures (Ext. 3, Ext. 6, Ext. 8, 

Ext. 10, Ext. 12, Ext. 37 to Ext. 42, Ext. 58 to Ext. 85 and Ext. 87), Certificate issued by Gaon  

Panchayat and Covering Certificate (Ext.  4,  Ext.  5,  Ext.  7,  Ext.  9  and Ext.  11),  Transfer 

Voucher  (Ext.  44  to  Ext.  50),  Specimen  Signature  of  Abul  Kasim  Barbhuiyan  (Ext.  96), 

Specimen Signature of Ajmal Hussain Laskar (Ext. 97 and Ext. 100), Opinion of the Expert  

(Ext. 101) and many other documents like Seizure Memo, FIR, 164 Cr.P.C. Statement, Charge 

Sheet etc.

77. The defense in support of their case has exhibited A/c Opening Forms of 

Susanta  Das,  Suresh  Tanti,  Sayed  Ahmed  Laskar,  Jalaluddin  Barbhuiyan,  Shamim  Bahar 

Laskar and Dhirendra Malakar (Ext. A to Ext. F), Request Letter (Ext. G), Detail Report of 

Maker and Checker (Ext. H), Attendance Sheet for the month of December’12 (Ext. I) and 

Series of Officer Orders as Ext. Z.

Appreciation of Evidence and Decesion thereof

78.  Charge has been framed against all  the three accused persons namely 

Gautam Mohan (A-1),  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  (A-2)  and Abul  Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3)  U/S 
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120B/420/468/471  I.P.C.,  and  also  U/S  13(1)(d)  r/w  Section  13(2)  of  the  Prevention  of 

Corruption Act, 1988 (P.C. Act) against accused Gautam Mohan (A-1).

79.  Section  120B  I.P.C  deals  with  punishment  for  committing  criminal 

conspiracy. “Criminal conspiracy” has been defined in Section 120-A of I.P.C. as follows:

“When two or more persons agree to do, or cause to be done-

1. An illegal act, or

2. An act which is not illegal by illegal mean, such an agreement is designated a criminal 

conspiracy:

Provided that no agreement except an agreement to commit an offence shall amount to a 

criminal conspiracy unless some act besides the agreement is done by one or more parties to  

such agreement in pursuance thereof.

Explanation.- It is immaterial whether the illegal act is the ultimate object of such agreement,  

or is merely incidental to that object.”

80. A bare perusal of the above section clarifies that in order to bring home 

the charge U/S 120B I.P.C. prosecution must prove the following:

1. That there must an agreement between the persons who are allege to 

conspire, and

2. That agreement should be for (i) doing an illegal act, or (ii) for doing by 

illegal means an act which by itself may not be illegal.

3. One or  more persons in  pursuance of  that  agreement  has done an 

overt act.

81. Charge was also framed against the accused persons U/S 420 I.P.C. which 

reads as follows:

“Whoever  cheats  and  thereby  dishonestly  induces  the  person  deceived  to 

deliver any property to any person, or to make, alter or destroy the whole or any part of a 

valuable  security,  or  anything  which  is  signed  or  sealed,  and  which  is  capable  of  being 
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converted into a valuable security, shall be punished with imprisonment of either description 

for a term which may extend to seven years, and shall also be liable to fine.”

82. A careful perusal of section 420 I.P.C. reflects that in order to bring home 

the charge U/S 420 I.P.C. prosecution must prove the following ingredients:

I. That there must be deception i.e. the accused must have deceived someone, 

II. That by the said deception the accused must have induce a person,

a. To deliver any property, or

b. To make, alter or destroy the whole or part of the valuable security or anything 

which is signed or sealed and which is capable or being converted into valuable property.

III. That the accused did so dishonestly.

83. Charge was also framed against the accused persons U/S 468 I.P.C. which 

deals  with  committing  forgery  for  the  purpose  of  cheating.  Section  468  I.P.C.  reads  as 

follows:

“Whoever commits forgery, intending that the document [or electronic record] 

forged shall be used for the purpose of cheating, shall be punished with imprisonment of 

either description for a term which may extend to 7 years and shall also liable to fine.”

84. Section 464 I.P.C. deals with making of a false document which reads as 

follows:

“[A person is said to make a false document or false electronic record-

First- Who dishonestly or fraudulently-

a. Makes, signs, seals or executes a document or part of a document,

b. Makes or transmits any electronic record or part of any electronic record,

c. Affixes any (electronic signature) on any electronic record,

d. Makes any mark denoting the execution of  a document  or  the authenticity  of the 

(electronic signature),
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with the intention of causing it to be believed that such document or part of 

document,  electronic  record  or  electronic  signature  was  made,  signed,  sealed,  executed, 

transmitted or affixed by or by the authority of a person by whom or by whose authority he  

knows that it was not made, signed, sealed, executed or affixed, or,

Secondly-  Who,  without  lawful  authority,  dishonestly  or  fraudulently,  by 

cancellation or  otherwise,  alters  a document  or  an electronic  record in  any material  part 

thereof,  after  it  has been made, executed or affixed with (electronic  signature) either by 

himself or by any other person, whether such person believing or that at the time of such 

alteration, or

Thirdly-  Who  dishonestly  or  fraudulently  cause  any  person  to  sign,  seal, 

execute or alter document or an electronic record or to affix his electronic signature on any  

electronic record knowing that such person by reason of unsoundness of mind or intoxication 

cannot, or that by reason of deception practiced upon him, he doesn’t know the contents of  

documents or electronic record or the nature of alteration.]”

85. A careful perusal of section 468 I.P.C. r/w section 464 I.P.C. shows that in  

order to bring home charge U/S 468 I.P.C. prosecution must prove that (i) the accused has 

committed forgery by making false document  or  false electronic  record, and (ii)  that  the 

accused had done so intending that the forge document or electronic record shall be used by 

him for the purpose of cheating.

86. Charge was also framed against the accused persons U/S 471 I.P.C. which 

reads as follows:

“Whoever  fraudulently  or  dishonestly  uses  as  genuine  any  document  or 

electronic  record  which  he  knows  or  has  reason  to  believe  to  be  a  false  document,  or 

electronic record shall be punished in the same manner as if he had forged the document.”

87. In order to bring home the charge U/S 471 I.P.C. prosecution has to prove 

the following ingredients- i. the accused is using fraudulently or with dishonest intention a 

document as genuine, and ii. that the accused using that document has the knowledge or has  

reason to believe that the document is a forge one.

88. Charge was also framed against accused Gautam Mohan U/S 13(1)(d) r/w 

section 13(2) of P.C. Act. Section 13(2) of P.C. Act deals with punishment for committing any 
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criminal misconduct by any public servant. As per Section 13(1)(d) of P.C. Act a public servant  

is said to commit the offence of criminal misconduct, if he- 

I. By corrupt or illegal means obtains for himself or for any other person any valuable 

thing or pecuniary advantage, or

II. By abusing his position as a public servant obtains for himself or for any other person 

any valuable thing or pecuniary advantage, or

III. While holding the office of a public servant obtains for any person any valuable thing  

or pecuniary advantage without any public interest.

89.  Prosecution in order to bring home the charge U/S 13(1)(d) r/w section 

13(2) of P.C. Act must prove that the accused is a public servant, and the accused while 

discharging his duties as public servant by corrupt or illegal means by abusing his position as  

a public servant without any public interest obtains for himself or for any other person any 

valuable thing or pecuniary advantage.

90.  Upon  perusal  of  the  deposition  of  the  prosecution  witnesses  and  the 

exhibits and upon hearing the ld. counsel appearing for the prosecution it appears that the 

case of the prosecution is that during the relevant period 2011-12 SBI, Hailakandi Branch was 

granting KCC loan facilities to the beneficiaries. It is also the case of the prosecution that 

South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club represented by its Chief Co-Ordinator Ajmal Hussain Laskar 

(A-2) and East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club represented by its then Associate Co-Ordinator Abul 

Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3) used to forward KCC loan applications to the SBI, Hailakandi Branch. 

It is also the case of the prosecution that at that relevant time Gautam Mohan (A-1) was the 

Rural Marketing and Recovery Officer (RMRO) cum Field Officer of SBI, Hailakandi Branch 

who used to conduct field visit and verify the documents annexed with the loan applications 

forwarded by South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. It is the case 

of the prosecution that A-2 & A-3 of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and East Hailakandi  

Farmer’s  Club  respectively  forged  certain  documents  in  the  name  of  fictitious  persons, 

forwarded the documents as genuine along with the loan applications, and A-1 being the 

RMRO  cum  Field  Officer  of  SBI,  Hailakandi  Branch  without  verifying  the  document  or 

conducting field visits gave false appraisal report on the forged documents submitted by the 

Farmer’s Club. As a result of which SBI, Hailakandi Branch was induced and cheated to grant  
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and disburse the KCC loans in the name of fictitious persons, thereby causing wrongful gain 

to the Farmer’s Club.

91. The ld. counsel appearing for the prosecuting agency CBI had argued that 

Gautam Mohan (A-1), the RMRO/Field Officer of SBI, Hailakandi Branch had to discharge his  

duties in respect of the KCC loan schemes as per the bullet points (Ext. 51) of Bank Circular  

dated  30.03.2009.  Ld.  counsel  had  argued  that  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  (A-2),  Chief  Co-

Ordinator of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan (A-3), Associate Co-

Ordinator  of  East  Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club  had  forged  documents  annexed  with  6  loan 

applications of  South Hailakadi  Farmer’s  Club in the name of Suresh Tanti,  Susanta  Das, 

Jalaludin Bobhuyan, Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Dhirendra Malakar and Shamim Bahar Laskar and 

three loan applications of East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club in the name of Pinky Nath, Gita Rani 

Das and Sita Rani Malakar. It is submitted by the ld. counsel that A-2 & A-3 submitted the 

above KCC loan applications in the name of fictitious persons with fictitious address. It is  

submitted  by  the  ld.  counsel  that  prosecution  has  established  through  ocular  and 

documentary evidence that no such persons in the name of the above 9 applicants resided in 

the addresses given in the application forms. Ld. counsel further submitted that after bank 

authority questioned the East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club about the 3 fictitious applications, the 

said Farmer’s Club had returned the loan amount which confirms that KCC loan A/c granted in 

the name of Pinky Nath,  Gita  Rani  Das and Sita  Rani  Malakar  were granted to  fictitious  

persons based on forged documents.

92. Ld. counsel for the prosecution further argued that Ajmal Hussain Laskar 

(A-2) has withdrawn the loan amount granted in  the name of Sayed Ahmed Laskar  and 

Shamim Bahar Laskar by signing in the withdrawal forms (Ext. 91, Ext. 92, Ext. 93 & Ext. 94).  

Ld. counsel for CBI further argued that it was Gautam Mohan (A-1) of SBI, Hailakandi Branch 

who  falsely  recommended  the  above  loan  applications  in  the  name  of  fictitious  persons 

without field verification and proper verification of documents. The ld. counsel for the CBI had 

submitted that prosecution has been able to bring home all the material points  by ocular and  

documentary evidence and accordingly prayed to convict the accused persons.

93.  On the other hand ld. counsel  appearing for the private persons Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar (A-2) and Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3) submitted that the prosecution has not 

been able to prove any ingredients necessary to convict the accused persons for which they 

are charged. The ld. counsels have denied to have forwarded any applications in the name of  
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fictitious persons. Ld. counsels for A-2 & A-3 also submitted that there is no material on 

record to suggest that they have forged any document. Ld. counsels further submitted that 

the Farmer’s Club only forwards the applications to the bank and it is the duty of the bank to  

verify the genuineness of the contents of the applications and its annexed documents. It is 

further submitted by the ld. counsels that the Farmer’s Club had no role to play in granting or  

rejecting of KCC loan application. The ld. counsels also submitted that prosecution has failed 

to prove that there was any criminal conspiracy between themselves and the bank officials for  

grant of the KCC loans. The ld. counsels accordingly prays for acquittal of A-2 & A-3.

94. The ld. counsel appearing for accused Gautam Mohan during his course of 

argument  has  submitted  that  in  the  FIR  one  Sri  Basab  Shyam,  Chief  Manager  of  SBI, 

Hailakandi Branch, Sri Shyamal Baran Roy, the then Divisional Manager, SBI, Hailakandi and 

one Muslimuddin Barbhuiyan, Chief Co-Ordinator of Mohanpur Farmer’s Club were mentioned 

as accused no. 1, 2 & 6 respectively along with accused Gautam Mohan, Ajmal Hussain Laskar 

and Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan. Ld. counsel submitted that the I.O. did not file charge sheet 

against  accused Basab Shyam,  Shyamal  Baran Roy and Muslimuddin  Barbhuiyan interalia 

submitting that no criminal evidence is found against the above named accused persons. Ld. 

counsel further submitted that prosecution has failed to lead any evidence in respect of 28 

nos. of KCC loans which is alleged to have been entered into the system by accused Gautam 

Mohan (A-1) without any authority from competent authority.

95.  Ld.  counsel  further  submitted  that  the  KCC  loan  applications  of 

beneficiaries  were  sourced  by  the  South  Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club  and  East  Hailakandi 

Farmer’s Club and the Farmer’s Club had to verify all the documents before forwarding the 

same to the bank. It is further submitted that bank officials have no mechanism to verify the  

correctness or originality of any document. It is submitted that as such the documents are 

taken into consideration on good faith. Ld. counsel further submitted that in respect of the 3  

loan accounts forwarded by East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club namely Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das 

and Sita Rani Malakar were closed after recovery of the loan amount with interest as such no 

case of wrongful loss to the bank or wrongful gain to the Farmer’s Club arises. It is further 

submitted by the ld. counsel that the 6 KCC loan accounts ( Ext. 37 to Ext. 42) which were 

forwarded by the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club were infact generated in the year 2013, and 

accused  Gautam  Mohan  was  already  transferred  from  the  SBI,  Hailakandi  Branch  on 

15.12.2012. It is submitted by the ld. counsel that in respect of the said 6 KCC loans A/c, 

amounts were sanctioned by the then Chief Manager, Mr. Basab Shyam on 01.03.2013 and 
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amounts were disbursed on 04.03.2013. It is submitted by the ld. counsel that the signatures  

of accused Gautam Mohan were obtained in the said loan applications by giving back date as 

13.12.2012 by the then Chief Manager Sri Basab Shyam fraudulently when he visited the SBI, 

Hailakandi Branch for other official purpose during the month of March-April’13. Ld. counsel 

submitted that it is apparent from the loan applications in respect of the said 6 KCC loans that 

applications were generated in the year 2013 by the time when the accused was already been 

transferred and as such the accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) has no role to play in sanction and 

disbursing the loan amount.

96. Ld. counsel further submitted that he has not forged any document as all 

the documents were forwarded by the Farmer’s Club and the accused Gautam Mohan has 

admitted  his  signatures  in  the  loan  appraisal  form and  as  such  there  is  no  question  of 

committing any forgery. Ld. counsel further submitted that there may be some negligence on 

the part  of  the accused for  not  conducting field visit  or  for  not  verifying the documents  

properly, but the said negligence, even if there is any, do not amount to criminal misconduct.  

The ld. counsel accordingly prayed for acquittal of the accused person Gautam Mohan.

97.  I  have  given  due  consideration  to  the  submissions  made  by  the  ld. 

counsels  of  both  sides.  I  have  also  carefully  gone  through  the  entire  case  record,  the 

materials brought into record, both oral and documentary. From the record it appears that the 

allegation is mainly in respect of opening of 9 fictitious KCC loan accounts, 6 accounts out of 

the said 9 KCC loan accounts sponsored by South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and 3 accounts 

out of the said 9 KCC loans accounts sponsored by East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club, and in 

respect of opening of 28 nos. of KCC loan accounts in the system of the bank without any 

approval or sanction from the competent authority.

98. In order to arrive in any conclusion as to whether the Farmer’s Club has 

forged any document in the name of any fictitious person and used those documents as 

genuine, court has to, at first, come to a finding that the persons in whose name the accounts 

were opened were fictitious persons. Prosecution has exhibited through PW-4, Tapas Ranjan 

Nath, who was the office bearer of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club during the year 2011, the 

KCC  loan  application  of  Jalaluddin  Barbhuiyan  as  Ext.  6  in  23  sheets  along  with  cover  

certificate as Ext. 5. Prosecution also exhibited as Ext. 8  KCC loan application in 23 sheets of 

Sayed Ahmed Laskar with Ext. 7 being the covering certificate, Ext. 10 as the loan application  

in the name of Dhirendra Malakar and Ext. 9 being the covering certificate, Ext. 12 being the 
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loan application in 23 sheets in the name of Shamim Bahar Laskar with Ext. 11 being the  

covering certificate. The prosecution inadvertently again exhibited the loan applications of 

Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan, Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Dhirendra Malakar and Shamim Bahar Laskar as 

Ext. 37, Ext. 40, Ext. 41 and Ext. 39 through PW-14, Sri Ashish Bhattacharjee who was posted 

as  Dy.  Manager,  SBI,  Hailakandi  during  the  last  part  of  2012  to  the  last  part  of  2013. 

Prosecution also exhibited through PW-14, Sri Ashish Bhattachare the KCC loan application of 

Suresh  Tani  and  Susanta  Das  as  Ext.  38  and  Ext.  42  respectively.  During  the  cross-

examination of PW-4, Sri Tapas Ranjan Nath and PW-14, Sri Ashish Bhattacharjee, it is found 

that the defense has not disputed the contents of the exhibits marked as Ext. 37 (also marked 

as Ext. 6), Ext. 40 (also marked as Ext. 8), Ext. 41 (also marked as Ext. 10), Ext. 39 (also 

marked as Ext. 12) and Ext. 38 and Ext. 42.

99.  Ext. 37 relates to the loan application of Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan S/o Late 

Irshad Ali Barbhuiyan, R/o village- Dinanathpur-II, Dist- Hailakandi. Ext. 40 relates to the loan 

application of Sayed Ahmed Laskar S/o Sunahar Ali Laskar of village- Dinanathpur-I, Dist- 

Hailakandi. Ext. 41 relates to the loan application of Dhirendra Malakar, S/o Late Mahendra 

Malakar, of village- Dinanathpur-I, Dist- Hailakandi. Ext. 39 relates to the loan application of  

Shamim Bahar Laskar, S/o Late Mosahid Ali Laskar of village- Dinanathpur-I, Dist- Hailakandi.  

Ext.  38 relates  to  the loan application of  Suresh Tanti,  S/o Late  Chandra Prakash Tanti,  

village- Ranchandi TE, Dist- Hailakandi. Ext. 42 relates to the loan application of Susanta Das, 

S/o Nikhil Das, village- Dinanathpur- I, Dist- Hailakandi.

100.  The  defense  during  the  cross-examination  of  the  witnesses  no  way 

disputed the addresses given in the loan application as mentioned in Ext. 37, Ext. 40, Ext. 41, 

Ext. 39, Ext. 38 and Ext. 42.

101. Prosecution has exhibited the loan application of Smit. Pinky Nath as Ext. 

3 through PW-2, Smti. Madhumita Malakar. Prosecution also exhibited the loan application of 

Gita Rani Das as Ext. 87 through PW-22, Tamal Biswas, the then Asstt. Manager, Hailakandi  

Branch. The prosecution also exhibited the loan application of Sita Rani Malakar as Ext. 99 

through PW-26, Mr. R.P. Yanthan, the I.O. of this case. The contents of these loan application 

were also not disputed by the defense during the cross-examination of witnesses. From Ext. 3 

the address of Smti. Pinky Nath appears as Smti Pinki Nath, W/o Late Raju Nath, R/o village- 

Mohanpur RA, Dist- Hailakandi. From Ext. 87 the address of Smti. Gita Rani Das as Gita Rani 

Das, W/o Bimal Das, R/o village- Mohanpur RA, Dist- Hailakandi. From Ext. 99 the address of  
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Sita  Rani  Malakar  is  mentioned  as  Sita  Rani  Malakar,  W/o  Mukul  Malakar,  R/o  village- 

Mohanpur RA, Dist- Hailakandi.

102.  Along with the loan applications, all the 9 applicants above named has 

furnished Land Possession Certificate issued by the concerned Circle Officer, copies of Gaon 

Panchayat Certificate, copies of Voter List as well as Certificate issued by South Hailakandi 

Farmer’s Club and East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club respectively.

103. During the course of trail prosecution has examined one Rajib Roy (PW-

13) who was working as Election Officer in the year 2014 in the district of Hailakandi. He 

deposed  before  this  court  that  he  had  received  one  letter  from  CBI  through  the  Dy. 

Commissioner of Hailakandi regarding verification of the name of 9 persons mentioned in the 

Electoral Roll of LAC-7, Katlichara and LAC-8, Algapur. He deposed that after verification he 

has not found the name of the 9 persons in the Electoral Rolls of LAC-7, Katlichara and LAC-8, 

Algapur. He exhibited his report submitted to the CBI as Ext. 29. Perusal of Ext. 29 reflects  

that the names of the loan applicant (i) Smti. Gita Rani Das, (ii) Sita Rani Malakar, (iii) Smti. 

Pinky Nath, (iv) Suresh Tanti, (v) Susanta Das, (vi) Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan, (vii) Sayed Ahmed 

Laskar, (viii) Dhirendra Malakar, (ix) Shamim Bahar Laskar are not found in the Electoral Roll  

as mentioned in the loan applications.

104. PW-13 also deposed that after enquiry he has submitted a report (Ext. 

26) that no Daag No. bearing 78, 79 & 80 in RS Patta No. 16 & 17 of Ramchandi TE Porgona, 

Bharnarpur is  found existing.  Prosecution examined one Fazrul  Rahman Laskar,  who was 

working as Sub-Divisional Officer during the year 2014 as PW-20, who deposed that he has 

submitted a report in respect of Daag No. 47 & 48 of RS Patta No. 45 of Mauza Dinanathpur  

Part- I, Porgona Serispur. He submitted that as per the report Daag No. and Patta No. do not 

match.  Prosecution  also  examined  on Sarfaraz  Hoque  who was  working  as  Circle  Offier, 

Hailakandi during the year 2014 as PW-21, who deposed that he submitted a report vide Ext.  

28 stating that Patta No. 26, 27 & 28 does not match with the corresponding Daag No. 88,  

89, 90, 92, 94, 113 & 117 of Mauza Mohanpur RA under Hailakandi and also reported that  

Daag No. 117 is a Government Khas Land. Prosecution examined Sri Dipak Das, PW-9, the 

Revenue Sheristadar, office of the Dy. Commissioner, Hailakandi who deposed that during the 

year 2014 the then Addl. Dy. Commissioner (Revenue), Sri Bhupesh Ch, Das vide Ext. 25 has 

forwarded Ext. 26 and Ext. 29 submitted by Mr. Rajib Roy, PW-13, Ext. 27 submitted by Mr.  

F.R. Laskar, PW-20 and Ext. 28 submitted by Mr. Sarfaraz Hoque, PW-21.
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105. The prosecution in order to ascertain the address of the above named 9 

loan applicants also issued registered letter with AD in the name of the loan applicants in the 

addresses given in the loan applications. None of the above registered letters were served 

upon the loan applicants in their  given address.  Prosecution has examined Sayed Ahmed 

Laskar who was posted as Hailakandi Post Officer as Post Master during the year 2014 as PW-

7, also examined one Mr. Abdul Jalil Barbhuiyan who worked as a Post a Postman at Tanti 

Branch Post under Lala Sub-Post Office under Hailakandi Head Post Officer during the year 

2014 as PW-8. Prosecution also examined Mr. Anwar Hussain Barbhuiyan who was working as 

Postman during the year 2012 in Ratanpur Branch Post Office under Hailakandi as PW-10.

106. Through PW-7, prosecution exhibited the registered letters addressed to 

Shamim Bahar  Laskar,  Susanta  Das,  Dhirendra  Malakar,  Sayed Ahmed Laskar,  Jalaluddin 

Barbhuiyan and Suresh Tanti as Ext. 14 to Ext. 19 which were returned unserved. Prosecution 

also exhibited the unserved registered letter  addressed to Smti.  Gita  Rani  Das,  Sita Rani  

Malakar and Pinky Nath as Ext. 21, Ext. 22 and Ext. 23.

107.  Though the defense during  cross-examination of PW-7 has brought 

into record that in the registered letters the Pincode of the addressee is not mentioned ,but in 

my view  the same cannot be a sole ground of unserving of the registered letters.

108.  Prosecution has also examined Smti.  Madhumita  Malakar  PW-2,  who 

deposed that  she has  never  applied  for  KCC loans and  has never  visited  bank  for  such  

purpose, but  identified her photograph pasted in the loan application form (Ext. 3) in the 

name of Smti. Pinky Nath. She further deposed that the photograph pasted in the residential 

certificate (Ext. 4) in the name of Pinky Nath issued by the Secretary of Mohanpur Barnee 

Braes Gaon Panchayat is her. In cross it has been brought into record by the defense that she 

do not know any women in the name of Pinky Nath, W/o Raju Nath of Mohanpur area. The 

evidence of PW-2 is duly corroborated by the evidence of PW-3, Manoj Singha Malakar, who 

is the brother of PW-2. In his evidence he has confirmed that his sister PW-2 has never 

applied for any KCC loan vide Ext. 3. He further confirmed by deposing that his sister do not 

put thumb impression but signs in Bengali Language.

109. Prosecution also has examined one Sri Sanjit Kr. Das as PW-5, who was 

the  Gaon  Panchayat  Secretary  of  Dinanathpur,  Hailakandi  during  the  year  2011  till  

25.09.2012.  In  his  evidence,  on  being  shown  he  has  denied  to  have  issued  the  Gaon 

Panchayat Certificate in the name of Dhirendra Malakar,  which is  attached with the loan 
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application (Ext. 10) of Dhirendra Malakar. He also denied to have issued such certificate in 

the name of Sushanta Das. He denied his signature appearing in the copy of such certificate. 

He further deposed that he do not know such persons and they don’t reside within his Gaon 

Panchayat. In cross, the defense could not brought into the record anything to discredit the 

witness .

110. PW-6,  Joydip Chakraborty,  Gaon Panchayat Secretary of  Dinanathpur 

from 27.09.2012 to 25.08.2014 deposed in the same line of PW-5, and stated that he has not  

issued the Gaon Panchayat Certificate on 16.12.2012 in the name of Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan, 

annexed with loan application (Ext. 6), Certificate dated 05.01.2013 in the name of Sayed 

Ahmed Laskar annexed with the loan application (Ext. 8), Certificate dated 11.11.2012 in the 

name of Shamim Bahar Laskar, annexed with loan application (Ext. 12). He deposed that the 

signatures appearing in the certificate are not his, and he do not know these persons and 

they don’t reside within the Gaon Panchayat. In cross he stated that there are about 8000 

people in the Gaon Panchayat and he do not know every persons personally.

111. From the evidence of PW-5, Sanjit Kr. Das and PW-6, Joydip Chakraborty 

though it is clear that it is not possible for the Panchayat Secretary to know all persons under 

his Panchayat individually, at the same time it is also a fact that a person who gives his  

signature in any document is himself the best person to identify his signature. In this case, 

the Gaon Panchayat Secretaries are denying their purported signatures in the certificates. 

Defense has not brought anything to disbelieve their evidence.

112.  Prosecution  similarly  examined  the  Gaon  Panchayat  Secretary  of 

Mohanpur Barni Breas Gaon Panchayat Md Jakir Hussain Laskar as PW-11. He deposed that 

Ext. 4, a certificate issued in the name of Smti. Pinky Nath, Ext. 30, a certificate issued in the 

name of Smtil. Gita Rani Das and Ext. 31, a certificate issued in the name of Smti. Sita Rani  

Malakar were not issued by him. He also deposed that Smti. Pinky Nath, Smti. Gita Rani Das 

and  Smti.  Sita  Rani  Malakar  do  not  hail  from  Mohanpur  RA  area  as  mentioned  in  the 

certificates. In cross, he confirmed that the format of Ext. 4, Ext. 30 and Ext. 31 do not tally  

with the format which they have in their office. He denied the suggestion that the signature 

appearing in Ext. 4, Ext. 30 and Ext. 31 are genuine.

                     113. From the above evidence it is found that the names of the above 

mentioned 9 KCC loan applicants donot figure in the electoral roll. In general circumstances it  

may be a simple case of names not entering in the electorial roll, but in the present case the 
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defense cannot take that plea as the accused persons furnished copies of voter list along with 

their  loan  applications.  Evidence  also  shows  that  land  record  details  mentioned  by  the 

applicants donot corroborates with official land records. Evidence further shows that Secretary 

of respective Gaon Panchayats clarifying that they have not issued the gaon – panchayat 

certificates and that the applicants donot belong to their area. All the above evidence cannot 

be a coincidence in respect of all the 9 KCC loan applicants.

114. A careful analysis of the evidence discussed above clearly shows that in 

the KCC loan applications of (i) Suresh Tanti, (ii) Sushanta Das, (iii) Jalaluddin Borbhuiyan, 

(iv) Sayed Ahmed Laskar, (v) Dhirendra Malakar, (vi) Shamim Bahar Laskar, (vii) Smti. Pinky 

Nath, (viii) Smti. Gita Rani Das and (ix) Smti. Sita Rani Malakar, the address given were not  

genuine, the documents attached with the loan application forms such as Land Possession 

Certificate, Gaon Panchayat Certificate, copy of Voter List are also not genuine. Even in one 

application form of Smti. Pinky Nath, the photograph of a different woman is pasted.

115.  All the above evidence which could not be disputed or rebutted by the 

defense leads to the only conclusion that the above 9nos. of KCC loan applications were 

forwarded and subsequently granted in the name of fictitious persons.

116. Now as the prosecution has been able to establish that the 9 KCC loan 

applications have been applied in the name of fictitious persons and the annexed documents 

with  loan application are  not  genuine,  the court  has  to  see who has  proposed the loan  

applications in the name of fictitious persons, and who forged the documents and used them 

as  genuine  and  cheated  the  bank.  Court  also  has  to  see  whether  there  is  any  criminal  

conspiracy among the accused persons.

117.  Though  the  nature  of  allegations  brought  against  the  three  accused 

persons are identical in nature, but the alleged role played by each of the accused persons 

are different. Court has to examine the role played by each of the accused persons separately 

and to come to a conclusion whether the accused persons are guilty of any offence under  

charge.

118.  Let  us  first  examine  the  materials  available  against  accused  Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar (A-2). In our earlier discussion we found that PW-4, Tapas Ranjan Nath was 

the office bearer of the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club at Dakshin Joshnabad, Part-II and in  

that year of 2011, Ajmal Hussain Laskar was the Chief Coordinator of the club  and  farmers 
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falling under the villages under the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club at Dakshin Joshnabad, 

Part-II applies for KCC loan through this club. 

During  his  evidence  PW-4  identified  Ext.5  as  the  covering  certificate 

accompanied with the KCC loan application form along with relevant documents in the name 

of loanee Jalaluddin Barbhuiya and Ext.6 (in 23 sheets) as the said loan application form 

along with documents.  Similarly, he identified Ext.7 as the covering certificate accompanied 

with the KCC loan application form along with relevant documents in the name of loanee 

Sayed Ahmed Laskar and Ext.8 (in 23 sheets) as the said loan application form along with 

documents.  He also identified Ext.9 as the covering certificate accompanied with the KCC 

loan application form along with relevant documents in the name of loanee Dhirendra Malakar 

and Ext.10 (in 23 sheets) as the said loan application form along with documents. He also 

identified Ext.11 as the covering certificate accompanied with the KCC loan application form 

along with relevant documents in the name of loanee Shamim Bahar Laskar and Ext.12 (in 23 

sheets) as the said loan application form along with documents.  

 He  also  deposed  that  as  at  that  time,  the  Associate  Coordinator,  Azizul 

Rahman Laskar  expired  and  as  per  the  instruction  of  Gautam Mohan,  RMRO and  Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar, Chief Coordinator, he put his signature in the place of Associate Coordinator, 

though he was the Office Bearer and exhibited his signatures as Ext.5 (1), Ext.7 (1), Ext.9(1) 

and Ext.11(1). 

 PW-4 deposed in cross that he only filled up the name of the loanee and their 

addresses in the affidavit attached with the loan documents which were provided by Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar, Chief Coordinator.

119. A careful perusal of the deposition of PW-4 brings into record that at the 

relevant time during the year 2011-12 Ajmal Hussain Laskar was the Chief Co-Ordinator of 

South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and the farmers falling under the villages of South Hailakandi 

has to apply for KCC loans through the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. The fact that accused 

Ajmal Hussain Laskar was the Chief Co-Ordinator of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club has not 

been disputed by the defense in cross of PW-4. The defense has also not disputed the fact  

that PW-4, Tapas Ranjan Nath was one of the office bearer of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club 

during the year 2011-12. During cross the defense further confirmed that the information 

regarding the loanees and their addresses for provided by accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar. 

Defense further confirmed in cross of PW-4 that as per the instruction of RMRO (A-1) and the 
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Chief  Co-Ordinator  (A-2),  he  put  his  signature  as  Associate  Co-Ordinator  in  the  loan 

forwarding certificate. The evidence of PW-4 also brings into record the fact that KCC loan 

applications were forwarded to the bank by the Farmer’s Club.

120. I have also gone through the 164 Cr.P.C. statement marked as Ext. 13 of 

PW-4, Tapas Ranjan Nath. In his 164 Cr.P.C. statement PW-4 has corroborated the statement 

he has deposed on oath before this court. Upon considering the evidence of PW-4 in its  

entirety along with the 164 Cr.P.C. statement, I found nothing to disbelieve the evidence of 

PW-4.

121. PW-4 has not stated in his evidence regarding forging of any document 

by  the  accused  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar.  However  the  case  of  the  prosecution  is  that  the 

accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) furnished false covering certificate (Ext. 5, Ext. 7, Ext. 9  

and Ext.  11)  along with the loan applications  in  the fictitious  name of  loanee Jalaluddin 

Barbhuiyan, Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Dhirendra Malakar and Shamim Bahar Laskar. Prosecution 

in order to prove that accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar has forged the alleged documents has 

collected specimen signatures of accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) which was marked as 

Ext. 97 & Ext. 100 collectively. The prosecution also collected admitted signature of accused 

Ajmal Hussain Laskar which are marked as Ext. 86/1 to Ext. 86/33.

122. PW-24, Bijoy Kr. Sinha has deposed before this court that the specimen 

signatures (Ext. 97) of Ajmal Hussain Laskar was taken in his presence by the CBI I.O. and 

the accused person has voluntarily on being asked given the specimen signature. He further 

deposed that he has put his signature as a witness in Ext. 97. The defense has not disputed  

that the accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar has voluntarily given specimen signatures vide Ext. 97 

to the Investigating Officer.

123. PW-25, Mr. M.C. Joshi, the Handwriting Expert had deposed as well as 

exhibited his report as Ext. 101 and submitted that the questioned signatures which are red 

enclosed has been marked by him as Q-1 to Q-32 and also deposed that Red enclosed short 

signature marked Q-1 is contained in Ext.98. Q-2 is Ext.3/1. Q-3 on letter of arrangement is 

Ext.3/2. Q-4 is Ext.3/3, Q-5 is Ext.3/4, Q-6 is Ext.4/2, Q-7 is Ext.33/1.  Q-15 is Ext. 87/1, Q-

16 is Ext.87/2, Q-17 is Ext.87/3, Q-18 is Ext.87/4, Q-19 is Ext.87/5, Q-20 is Ext.30/2, Q-21 is 

Ext.34/1,  Q-22 is  Ext.88/1,  Q-23 is  Ext.89/1,  Q-24 is  Ext.90/1,  Q-25 is  Ext.91/1,  Q-26 is 

Ext.92/1,  Q-27  is  Ext.93/1,  Q-28  is  Ext.94/1,  Q-29  is  Ext.5/2,  Q-30  is  Ext.11/2,  Q-31  is 

Ext.7/2, Q-32 is Ext.9/2.Ext.99 (in 14 sheets) is a loan application of SBI, Local Head Office, 
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Guwahati with regard to Agri-business department for KCC A/C no.32424354768 in the name 

of Smti Sita Rani Malakar. Q-8 is Ext.99/1, Q-9 is Ext.99/2, Q-10 is Ext.99/3,Q-11 is Ext.99/4, 

Q-12 is Ext.99/5, Q-13 is Ext.31/2, Q-14 is Ext.35/1. 

 124.  For scientific  examination and comparison of the aforesaid questioned 

exhibits, standard signatures were supplied, the detail of which is as below:

1)  S-1, S-1A to S-1E-  Blue enclosed short initials purported to be of one Sri Abul Kasim 

Barbhuiya which are on six sheets and are exhibited as Ext.96 collectively. 

2) S-2, S-2A to S-2E-  Blue enclosed English signatures purported to be of one Sri Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar on six sheets and are exhibited as Ext.100 collectively.

S-2F to S-2K - Blue enclosed English signatures purported to be of one Sri 

Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  on  six  sheets  and  are  exhibited  as  Ext.97  collectively.  Extensive 

admittedly genuine English signatures of person namely Ajmal Hussain Laskar were also made 

available  to  the  laboratory  for  scientific  examination  and  comparison  with  the  relevant 

questioned exhibits.  These  admittedly  genuine  signatures  were  marked as  ‘A-1’  to  ‘A-33’ 

which are on Ext.86/1 to Ext.86/33.

125. In his opinion (Ext. 101), PW-25 opined that:

I. The signatures in the enclosed portions stamped and marked Q25 to Q28, S2, S2A to 

S2K and A1 to A32 have all been written by one and the same person.

II. The person who wrote the blue enclosed signatures stamped and marked S2, S2A to 

S2K and A1 to A32 did not write the signatures in the red enclosed portions similarly stamped 

and marked Q29 to Q32.

III.  It has not been possible to express any opinion regarding authorship or otherwise of 

red enclosed short signatures stamped and marked Q1 to Q24 for the manifest reason that 

the supplied specimen short signatures are formal and conscious in nature and execution and 

are  too  simplified.  However  another  attempt  can  be  made  to  examine  these  items,  if 

admittedly  genuine  short  signatures  of  the real  person (which may be available  in  some 

existing documents of daily routine) along with specimen short signatures written freely by 

real person and containing similar model and pattern as occurring in the questioned items  

marked Q1 to Q24 are made available.
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126. The signatures referred in the opinion (Ext. 101) as S2, S2A to S2K are 

the specimen signatures of Ajmal Hussain Laskar, and the signatures referred as A1 to A32 

are the admitted signatures of accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar. The signatures marked as Q25 

to Q28 are the questioned signature purported to be signed by Ajmal Hussain Laskar on the 

back side of the withdrawal forms of KCC loan A/c holder Sayed Ahmed Laskar and Shamim 

Bahar Laskar. Further the signatures marked as Q29 to Q32 are the questioned signature 

purportedly signed by accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar in Ext. 5, Ext. 7, Ext. 9 and Ext. 11.

127. PW-25 vide his opinion, opined that accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) 

has put his signatures in the back side of the withdrawal vouchers from KCC loan A/c of 

Sayed Ahmed Laskar and Shamim Bahar Laskar. PW-25 further opined that accused Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar has not put his signature in Ext. 5, Ext. 7, Ext. 9 and Ext. 11( the certificates).

128. The report of the expert (PW-25) has not been disputed by any of parties 

as such the report of the expert can be accepted in evidence in its entirety. Ext. 5, Ext. 7, Ext.  

9 and Ext. 11 are the certificates which were alleged to have been issued by accused Ajmal  

Hussain Laskar fraudulently in the pad of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club certifying to have 

conducted  pre-sanction  survey  in  respect  of  loanee  Jalaluddin  Barbhuiyan,  Sayed  Ahmed 

Laskar, Dhirendra Malakar and Shamim Bahar Laskar. The prosecution had alleged that it was 

accused Ajmal  Hussain Laskar who has falsely  issued Ext.  5,  Ext.  7,  Ext.  9 and Ext.  11.  

However, from the evidence of the expert (PW-25), it is evidently clear that accused Ajmal  

Hussain Laskar has not signed and issued Ext. 5, Ext. 7, Ext. 9 and Ext. 11. During the course 

of trial the prosecution has no where alleged that apart from Ext. 5, Ext. 7, Ext. 9 and Ext. 11 

the  accused  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  had  committed  any  forgery  in  respect  of  any  other 

documents which are annexed with the loan applications which were forwarded by accused 

Ajmal Hussain Laskar to the bank. Prosecution has also not led any evidence regarding the 

genuiness of the other documents which are annexed along with the above loan applications.  

In view of the above and more fully in view of the evidence of the expert  that accused Ajmal  

Hussain  Laskar  has  not  put  his  signature  in  Ext.  5  to  Ext.  11.  I  am  of  the  view  that  

prosecution  has  failed  to  bring  home  the  necessary  evidence  required  U/S  468  I.P.C. 

Accordingly accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar is acquitted of the charge U/S 468 I.P.C.

129. Section 471 of I.P.C. is attracted if the accused uses the false documents 

as genuine in spite of his knowledge or believe that the documents he is using are forged.  

While going through the above discussions we have found that the prosecution has not been 
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able to prove the ingredients of Section 468 I.P.C. Prosecution has failed to prove that the 

documents which are annexed along with the loan applications which were forwarded by the 

accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar being the Chief Co-Ordinator of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club 

are forged documents. As such the question of using false documents as genuine does not 

arise in respect of accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar. Accordingly accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar is  

also acquitted of the charge U/S 471 I.P.C.

130. During our earlier discussion we have come to the finding that the 6 nos.  

of  loan  applications  in  the  name  of  Suresh  Tanti,  Susanta  Das,  Jalaluddin  Barbhuiyan, 

Dhirendra Malakar, Sayed Ahmed Laskar and Shamim Bahar Laskar which were forwarded by 

the South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club were in the name of fictitious persons. The above fact has 

not been disputed by the accused persons. In our earlier discussions we have also found that 

accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar being the Chief Co-Ordinator of South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club 

are  responsible  for  scrutinizing  the  documents  which  were  submitted  in  his  club  before 

forwarding  the  same  to  the  bank.  PW-4,  Tapash  Ranjan  Nath,  in  his  evidence  had 

categorically stated that accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar was the Chief Co-Ordinator of South 

Hailakandi Farmer’s Club during the year 2011-12 and the farmers falling under the club had 

to apply for KCC loans through the club. It was confirmed in his cross-examination that the 

information  regarding  the  loanee  and  their  addresses  were  provided  by  accused  Ajmal  

Hussain Laskar.

131.  From the evidence,  it  is  clear   that  the KCC loan applications in  the 

fictitious names of above 6 loan applicants namely Suresh Tanti,  Susanta Das, Jalaluddin 

Barbhuiyan,  Dhirendra  Malakar,  Sayed  Ahmed  Laskar  and  Shamim  Bahar  Laskar  were 

forwarded to the bank by the accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar. Evidence has also come into the 

record  through  the  cross-examination  of  PW-19,  K.  Gaininglung  Rongmei  that  the  loan 

applications in the name of above 6 loanee were generated in the computer of the bank 

either in the last week of February’13 or in the first week of March’13. It has also come into  

record  that  the  said  loan  amounts  were  sanctioned  on  01.03.2013  and  disbursed  on 

04.03.2013.

132.  Evidence has also come into record through PW-22, Sri Tamal Biswas 

who was working as Asstt. Manager, SBI, Hailakadi Branch during the year 2013-16 that Ext. 

91 to Ext. 94 are the KCC loan withdrawal vouchers in respect of loanee Sayed Ahmed Laskar 

and Shamim Bahar Laskar. Perusal of Ext. 91 reflects that it was the withdrawal form dated  
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05.03.2013 in respect of the KCC loan A/c of Sayed Ahmed Laskar for Rs. 40,000/- which was 

duly signed by accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar on the reverse side of the form along with  

thumb impression of an unidentified person. Similarly, Ext. 92 is the withdrawal form dated 

14.04.2013 in respect of the KCC loan A/c of Sayed Ahmed Laskar for Rs. 10,000/- which was 

duly signed by accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar on the reverse side of the form along with  

thumb impression of an unidentified person. Ext. 93 and Ext. 94 are the withdrawal forms 

dated 05.03.2013 & 04.04.2013 in respect of the KCC loan A/c of Shamim Bahar Laskar for 

Rs. 40,000/- & Rs. 10,000/- respectively which was duly signed by accused Ajmal Hussain 

Laskar on the reverse side of the form along with one purported signature of Shamim Bahar 

Laskar. The Expert, PW-25 has already proved that the signatures appearing on the reverse 

side of Ext. 91 to Ext. 94 are the signatures of accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar.

133. In our earlier discussion we have already found that the 6 nos. of loan 

applications which were forwarded by accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar were in the name of 

fictitious persons. Perusal of Ext. 91 to Ext. 94 along with the evidence of the expert shows 

that accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar has withdrawn money from the A/c of two fictitious loanee 

namely Sayed Ahmed Laskar  and Shamim Bahar Laskar.Evidence has also come into the 

record that name and addresses of the fictitious loanees were furnished by accused Ajmal  

Hussain Laskar. By identifying the fictitious persons as loanee accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar 

has induced the bank SBI, Hailakandi  Branch to release the amount and thereby he has 

cheated the bank. The evidence which has been brought into record undisputedly shows that  

the 6 nos. of loan applications forwarded by the accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar were in the 

name of fictitious persons and by identifying in the withdrawal vouchers of such fictitious 

persons the accused had induced the bank to release the money mentioned in the withdrawal 

vouchers and therey caused unlawful loss to the bank. The acts of the accused completes all  

the necessary ingredients necessary to attract Section 420 I.P.C. against the accused Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar and accordingly he is convicted U/S 420 I.P.C.

134. Now, let us discuss the materials brought into record by the prosecution 

against the accused Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan and to examine as to whether the materials are 

sufficient to prove guilt of the accused person as charged. The allegations against accused 

Abul  Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3)  is  that  during  the year  2011-12  he  was the Associate  Co-

Ordinator of East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and he sourced three fictitious KCC loans in the 

name of Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das and Sita Rani Malakar by forging documents and using the 

forge documents as genuine and thereby cheating the bank.
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135.  Prosecution  has  examined  PW-12,  Abdul  Rahman  Barbhuiyan  who 

deposed that he was the Chief Co-coordinator of Hailakandi Farmer’s Club in the year 2011. 

He stated that he knows Mr. Gautam Mohan, who the Field Officer of State Bank of India, 

Hailakandi and he used to visit their  office. He also stated that at that time Abul Kasim  

Barbhuiya was the Associate Co-coordinator of Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. He also stated that 

during that time he issued certificate in the club’s letter pad in respect of 62 persons for  

Farmer’s loan from the State Bank of India. He also deposed that in the year 2012, the Chief  

Manager  of  State  Bank of  India  informed him in  writing  about  three fake loans  passed 

through the Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. He also deposed that on being asked Gautam Mohan 

told him that the papers were provided Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan, Associate Coordinator and he 

accordingly passed those loan papers. He also deposed that he signed and forwarded 62 

application forms of the beneficiaries by putting his signatures in those applications.

He also deposed that Ext.4(2), Ext.30(2) and Ext.31(2) are not his signatures. 

He  also  stated  that  Ext.33,  Ext.34  and  Ext.35  appears  to  be  certificate  issued  by  East 

Hailakandi Farmer’s Club but denied Ext.33(1), Ext.34(1) and Ext.35(1) as his signatures. He 

also stated that  he thinks that these signatures Ext.33(1),  Ext.34(1) and Ext.35(1) were 

signed by Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan. He also stated that his statement was recorded by Judicial 

Magistrate  First  Class  Hailakandi  and  Ext.36  is  the  said  statement  and  Ext.36(1)  is  his 

signature.

136. In his cross-examination he stated that the letter issued by the bank 

to him informing about the three fake loans has not been shown to him before the court. He 

also stated that he was not aware of the proposal being forwarded from their club in respect  

of  these  three  loans.  He  denied  the  suggestion  that  Ext.  4(2),  Ext.  30(2),  Ext.  31(2), 

Ext.33(1), Ext.34(1) and Ext.35(1) are his signatures. 

137. A carefull perusal of the evidence of PW-12, it appears that there is no 

dispute that accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3) was the Associate Co-Ordinator of East 

Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. There is also no dispute that 3 fake loans were passed through the 

East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. From the evidence of PW-12, who was the Chief Co-Ordinator  

of  East  Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club  during  the  year  2011-12,  it  was  accused  Abul  Kasim 

Borbhuiyan who put signature in Ext. 33, Ext. 34 and Ext. 35.

138. Ext. 33, Ext. 34 and Ext. 35 are the purported forged certificate issued by 

the  name  of  East  Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club  under  the  signature  of  accused  Abul  Kasim 

Barbhuiyan in favour of the loan applicants Smti. Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das and Sita Rani 
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Malakar. The prosecution through PW-24, Bijoy Kr. Sinha exhibited the specimen signatures 

of Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan which were taken by the CBI Investigating Officer as Ext. 96. The 

defense has not  disputed that  Ext.  96 contains  the specimen signatures of  accused Abul 

Kasim Barbhuiyan. Prosecution has sent the specimen signatures of Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan 

along with the questioned signatures of Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan to the expert. The expert 

(PW-25) in his evidence has stated that he has marked the specimen signatures of Abul Kasim 

Barbhuiyan as S1, S1A to S1E with blue enclosed. The expert has marked the purported short 

signatures of  accused Abul  Kasim Barbhuiyan as  Q1 to Q24 which appeared in  the loan 

applications of the 3 loanees namely Smti. Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das and Sita Rani Malakar 

and in Ext. 33, Ext. 34 and Ext. 35. The expert in his opinion (Ext. 101) has opined that he  

could not express any opinion regarding the authorship or otherwise the red enclosed short 

signatures stamped and marked as Q1 to Q24.

139.  The report of the expert is not disputed by any of the sides and the 

opinion expressed by the expert is accepted in evidence by this court in this case. Apart from 

the above, PW-12 only expressed his view in evidence that the signatures appearing in Ext. 

33, Ext. 34 and Ext. 35 might be signed by the accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan. There is no 

other evidence laid by the prosecution suggesting forgery committed by the accused Abul 

Kasim Borbhuiyan in respect of any documents which were enclosed along with the 3 fictitious 

KCC loan applications. In view of the above, in my view the prosecution has not been able to 

bring any necessary ingredients requiring for convition U/S 468 I.P.C. and accordingly the 

accused is acquitted of the charge U/S 468 I.P.C.

140. As discussed earlier, Section 471 of I.P.C. is attracted if the accused uses 

the false documents as genuine in spite of his knowledge or believe that the documents he is 

using are forged. From the earlier discussions it is evident that prosecution has failed to prove 

that the documents which are annexed along with the loan applications which were forwarded 

by the accused Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan being the Associate Co-Ordinator of East Hailakandi 

Farmer’s  Club  are  forged  documents.  As  such the  question  of  using  false  documents  as 

genuine does not arise in respect of accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan. Accordingly accused 

Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan is also acquitted of the charge U/S 471 I.P.C.

141. Ld. counsel for the CBI during the course of argument has argued that it  

has come into record that the 3 KCC loans in the name of Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das and Sita  

Rani Malakar were applied in fictitious names and that has been brought into the notice of the 
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bank authorities and as evident from the evidence of PW-12 that the Chief Manager of SBI, 

Hailakandi asked PW-12 regarding the 3 fake loans passed through East Hailakandi Farmer’s 

Club, and thereafter, the said 3 loan accounts were closed after the loan amount has been 

repaid by the East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club along with nominal interest. The ld. counsel for 

the CBI argued that though no wrongful loss was caused to the bank but the offence had 

already  been  committed  before  return  of  the  loan  amount  with  nominal  interest  by  the 

Farmer’s Club. The ld. counsel had prayed to take into consideration the fact that offence had 

already been committed before the loan amount was returned.

142. I have taken into consideration, the submission made by the ld. counsel. 

I have also taken into consideration the fact that the evidence brought into record by the 

prosecution are not  at  all  sufficient  to convict  the accused U/S 468/471 I.P.C.  Moreover, 

prosecuting  witnesses  have  failed  to  prove  that  the  signatures  appearing  in  the  loan 

applications of the said 3 fictitous persons and in the certificates purportedly issued by the 

Club in favour of the said 3 fictitious persons are of the accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan. 

There is no concrete evidence that it was accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan who forwarded the 

loan applications to the bank. Evidence shows that it was PW-12, Abdul Rahman Borbhuiyan 

who used to forward the loan applications to the bank being the Chief Co-Ordinator. The 

prosecution also has not led any evidence, has not exhibited any voucher to show that it was 

accused Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan who had returned the loan amount in respect of the above 3  

fictitious A/c standing in the name of Pinky Nath, Gita Rani Das and Sita Rani Malakar. In view 

of the above discussions and evidence available, I find it difficult to connect accused Abul 

Kasim Borbhuiyan in inducing the bank to deliver the loan amount and thereby cheating the 

bank. As such I find it a fit case to acquit Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan U/S 420 I.P.C. 

143.  As  the  prosecution  has  not  bee  able  to  bring  home  the  charge  U/S 

420/468/471 I.P.C. in respect of accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan, I do not find any material 

against the accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan committing any offence attracting Section 120B 

I.P.C. Accordingly he is acquitted from Section 120B I.P.C. also.

144.  Let  us  now  consider  the  materials  which  has  been  brought  by  the 

prosecution against Gautam Mohan and examine whether the materials are sufficient or not 

to convict the accused as charged. The allegations brought against Gautam Mohan primarily is 

that during 2011-12 he was working as a Rural Marketing and Recovery Officer (RMRO) cum 

Field Officer at SBI, Hailakandi Branch and was a public servant and he entered into a criminal 
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conspiracy with accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar and accused Abul Kasim Borbhuiyan, forged 

documents for KCC loans and he without field verification and without verifying documents 

gave false appraisal report and induced the bank to grant KCC loans in the name of fictitious 

persons. Another allegation was that accused Gautam Mohan without any aurthority opened 

28 nos. of KCC loan accounts in the system of the bank.

145.  Prosecution in order to prove that the accused has opened 28 nos. of 

KCC loan accounts in the system of the bank fraudulently and unauthorizedly has examined 

PW-22,  Tamal  Biswas who was working  as  Asstt.  Manager,  SBI,  Hailakandi  Branch from 

02.06.2013  to  30.05.2016.  In  his  evidence,  PW-22  exhibited  the  28  nos.  of  KCC  loan 

applications which were uploaded in the bank’s system as Ext. 58 to Ext. 86. He has deposed 

in respect of all the above 28 KCC loan applications that irregularities found were that the 

Form Status  is  blank  (form not  filled  up),  sourcing  agency not  mentioned,  signatures  of 

Appraising Officer/RMRO, Sanctioning Officer/DVD and Controlling Officer/Chief Manager are 

not available. Apart from the above the prosecution has not led any evidence in respect of  

uploading of the 28 nos. of KCC loan applications in the system of the bank. Prosecution has  

not led any evidence to show that it was the duty of accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) to upload 

KCC loan applications in the bank’s  system or that no other official  of the bank had any 

authority to upload KCC loan accounts or that the accused fraudulently uploaded the 28 nos. 

of KCC loan accounts in the bank’s system. As such, I do not find the allegations brought 

against accused Gautam Mohan in respect of fraudulently and dishonestly opening of 28 nos. 

KCC loan accounts as correct.

146. Charge has been framed against accused Gautam Mohan U/S 468 & 471 

I.P.C. also for submitting false appraisal report in favour of 9 fictitious persons and using as 

genuine the false  and fictitious  papers enclosed in  the 9 fictitious  KCC loan applications.  

Prosecution  through PW-22,  Tamal  Biswas  has  brought  into  record  the gist  of  KCC loan 

scheme on the basis of Bank Circular No. NBG/ABU/PDM-KCC/24/2008-09 dated 30.03.2009 

as Ext. 51. He has submitted that detailed guidelines in respect of KCC loan is provided in Ext.  

51. Prosecution has also brought into record through PW-15, Mr. Dipak Kr. Bhowmick, the 

Chief Manager, SBI, Hailakandi for the year 2014 that Ext. 51 is the bullets points of KCC 

scheme. As per Ext. 51, the activities of the Field Officer (Appraisal Officer) is that on receipt  

of application Field Officer has to do preliminary scrutiny of the loan application and ensure 

the following:
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I. KYC documents (ID & address proof) of the applicants are to be verified

II. Particulars of land records furnished in applications need to be compared and verified  

with particulars in revenue records of the village.

III. No dues certificate to be obtained from other banks of the area to avoid multiple  

financing

IV. Independent pre-sanction visits to the villages to be made for making local enquiries 

to ascertain the skills, experience and capabilities of the applicants and to satisfy over the 

feasibility of the proposal. He should ensure that the borrower enjoys undisputed cultivation 

rights over the specified plot of land and should also examine the integrity, credit worthiness 

and intitiative of the applicants.

V. If  the  proposal  is  found  satisfactory  in  all  respects,  Field  Offier  may  undertake 

appraising and submit the proposal for sanction with his recommendation to the sanctioning 

authority.

VI. If sanctioned by sanctioning authority, Field Offier with complete documentation, all 

formalities and disburse the loans to the borrowers as per norms.

147.  Prosecution  has  brought  into  record  through  PW-14,  Ashish 

Bhattacharjee who was working as Dy. Manager, SBI, Hailakandi Branch during the last part  

of the year 2012 to 2013 that Gautam Mohan (A-1) was working as Field Officer during the 

year 2012. It is also brought into record that PW-14 used to sanction KCC loans on the basis 

of appraisal and recommendation of the Field Officer. Prosecution also brought into record 

that Ext. 37 to Ext. 42 are the KCC loan applications in the name of Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan, 

Suresh Tanti, Shamim Bahar Laskar, Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Dhirendra Malakar and Sushanta 

Das, and Ext. 37/1 to Ext. 42/1 are signatures of Field Officer Gautam Mohan (A-1) on the 

appraisal report.

148. It is also brought into record by the defense through cross o PW-14 that 

in the case of KCC loans, the Field Officer visits the loanee in getting the forms filled up, visits  

the sites, collects the respective documents, verify the documents and submits the appraisal 

report for sanctioning of the loan. It is also brought into record that the loan application form 

in respect of Ext. 37 to Ext. 42 were generated in the year 2013. However the defense has  

not disputed the signatures of the accused being Ext. 37/1 to Ext. 42/1.
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149.  The accused Gautam Mohan in his 313 Cr.P.C. statement admitted his 

signatures in the pre-sanctioned  report in the name of the loanees Smti. Pinki Nath, Smti.  

Gita Rani Das and Smti. Sita Rani Malakar as Ext. 114/1, Ext. 87/9 and Ext. 99/8 respectively. 

The accused also admitted his signature in report of the other 6 KCC loan appraisal report.  

However  the  accused  claims  that  he  was  transferred  from  SBI,  Hailakandi  Branch  on 

15.12.2012 and the said 6 nos. of KCC loan applications were granted in the year 2013, and 

during  his  visit  to  the  bank  in  February-March’13,  his  Chief  Manager,  Mr.  Basab  Shyam 

fraudulently took his signatures in the appraisal report in Ext. 37 to Ext. 42. There was no 

verification on his part.

150. Fact remains that all the appraisal report of the 9 fictitious KCC loans (6 

sponsored by South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club and 3  sponsored  by East Hailakandi Farmer’s 

Club) were prepared by accused Gautam Mohan (A-1). Evidence also shows that on many 

occasions the accused believing in good faith the documents submitted by the Farmer’s Club, 

prepared the appraisal repot even without Field Verification.

151.  From the above evidence we can safely come to the findings that the 

appraisal  report  submitted  by the accused Gautam Mohan were not  correct,  which were 

prepared without  verification,  and the same can be termed as “false”.  Now the question 

before this court is whether any report which is “false” can be termed as “forged”. As per 

requirement of Section 464 I.P.C. a person is said to make a false document who dishonestly  

or fraudulently makes, signs, seals or executes a document or any part thereof, with the  

intimation of causing it to be believed that such document or part thereof was made, signed,  

sealed or executed by the authority of a person by whom or by whom authority he knows 

that it was not make, signed, sealed or executed.

152.  In the present case, the accused person admits his  signatures in the 

appraisal reports . He has not manufactured any document/report from the document/report  

of any other person. His appraisal report,  though can be termed as “false”,  are his  own 

report, as such cannot be termed as “forged” as per the requirement of Section 468 I.P.C. In  

view of the above, I am of the view that prosecution failed to bring the ingredients of Section  

468 I.P.C. against the accused and accordingly he is acquitted of the charge U/S 468 I.P.C.

153. In our earlier discussions in repect of accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) 

and Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3) we have found that prosecution has failed to prove that 

they  forged  any  documents  and  annexed  the  documents  with  the  9  nos.  of  KCC  loan 
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application forms which were forwarded by  A-2 and A-3 being Chief Co-Ordinator of South 

Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club  and  Associate  Co-Ordinator  of  East  Hailakandi  Farmer’s  Club 

repectively. As there is no evidence that (A-1) Gautam Mohan had knowledge of any “forged” 

documents been annexed with the 9 nos. of KCC loan applications, the question of using of 

the  forged  documents  as  genuine  by  the  accused  Gautam  Mohan,  being  the  Appraisal 

Officer/Field Officer, does not arise. In view of the above, I found the charge U/S 471 I.P.C. 

against accused Gautam Mohan as unfounded, and accordingly he is acquitted of the charge  

U/S 471 I.P.C.

154. In our earlier discussion we have found that all 9 KCC loan applications 

were forwarded  and sanctioned in the name of fictitious persons. The above fact has not  

been disputed by the defense side also. Out of the said 9 KCC loans, 3 KCC loans in the name 

of Smti. Pinky Nath, Smti. Gita Rani Das and Smti. Sita Rani Malakar were sponsored by the 

East Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. The remaining 6 KCC loans in the names of Suresh Tanti,  

Sushanta Das, Jalaluddin Barbhuiyan, Sayed Ahmed Laskar, Dhirendra Malakar and Shamim 

Bahar Laskar were sponsored by South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club. Evidence has brought into 

record that role of the Appraisal Officer/Field Officer. He has to make field visits to ascertain 

the address and land status of the applicants. He has to verify all the documents submitted by  

the  applicants,  and  thereafter  submit  the  appraisal  report  and  if  the  Field  Officer  in  his  

appraisal  report  recommends  then  only  the  sanctioning  authority  sanctions  the  loan.  In 

getting the KCC loan sanctioned the role of the Field Officer is vital.

155.  It  has also come into record that on many occasion the Field Officer 

Gautam Mohan submits appraisal report without field visit, only on the basis of documents 

forwarded by the Farmer’s Club, though it was the duty of the Field Officer to make field visit 

and verify the documents properly.

 156.  In respect of the 3 nos. of KCC loan applications sponsored by East 

Hailakandi Farmer’s Club, the accused Gautam Mohan admits to have issued the Appraisal 

Report vide Ext. 99, Ext. 87 and Ext. 114, and on the basis of the appraisal report loans were  

sanctioned and funds were disbursed.

157. In respect of the other 6 KCC loans sponsored by the South Hailakandi 

Farmer’s Club, the accused Gautam Mohan took the plea that he was transferred from SBI, 

Hailakandi Branch to Arunachal Branch on 15.12.2012. He stated that the said 6 KCC loans 

were granted in the year 2013, checked and sanctioned by the then Chief Manager Mr. Basab 
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Shyam. In his 313 Cr.P.C. statement he took the plea that when he visited the Hailakandi  

Branch during March-April’13 the Chief Manager fraudulently obtained his signatures in the 

appraisal report and shown back date as 13.12.2012. The defense through DW-1, Mr. Kalyan 

Acharjee, who worked together with Gautam Mohan in the Hailakandi Branch exhibited the 

attendance register of the bank for the month of December’12 as Ext. I, showing that after  

15.12.2012  accused  Gautam  Mohan  has  not  attended  Hailakandi  Branch.  However,  the 

defense has failed to prove that the signature of the accused Gautam Mohan was obtained 

fraudulently on the appraisal reports even on the scale of preponderance of probability.

158.  On the other hand question arises as to why the Chief Manager of the 

bank would  obtain  the signature of  the accused Gautam Mohan in  the month of  March-

April’13 showing back date as 13.12.2012, when there is another Field Officer in the name of 

Mr. Prashant Kumar (as per evidence of PW-14)  working after Gautam Mohan. There must 

be some interest to put signatures showing back date of around 3 months. It only suggests 

that accused Gautam Mohan intentionally put the signatures in the back date to facilitate the 

6  KCC  loan  applicants  to  obtain  sanction,  and  thereby  deceived  and  cheated  the  bank, 

inducing the bank to deliver the sanctioned amounts. In view of the foregoing discussions, in 

my view, prosecution has  brought the necessary ingredients required for section 420 I.P.C.  

and accordingly he is convicted.

159.  Let us now examine as to whether there was any criminal conspiracy 

between accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) and accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) in respect of 

the 6 nos. of KCC loans.

160. Evidence has already come to the record that South Hailakandi Farmer’s 

Club used to forward KCC loan applications to the SBI, Hailakandi Branch for grant of loan.  

During the relevant period of 2011-12 accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) was the Chief Co-

ordinator of the club and accused Gautam Mohan used to work as Appraisal Officer/Field 

Officer in the Bank. Being Field Officer A-1 usually had to visit the spot, verify the documents  

etc.  and thereafter  submit  the Appraisal Report.  On many occasions,  as evidence shows,  

accused  Gautam  Mohan  used  to  submit  the  appraisal  report  only  on  the  basis  of  the 

documents forwarded without verifying the sport. The above fact clearly suggests that there 

was meeting of mind between accused Gautam Mohan and Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) prior 

to the occurance.
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161.  The  plea  of  accused  Gautam  Mohan  is  that  after  his  transfer  from 

Hailakandi  Branch  on  15.12.2012,  when  he  visited  the  Branch  during  March-April’13  his 

signatures were fraudulently obtained in the appraisal forms of the 6 KCC loan applications. 

However, evidence of PW-14, Ashish Bhattacharjee shows that after his transfer a new Field 

Officer, Mr. Prashant Kumar has joined in place of Gautam Mohan. If any appraisal report was 

necessary the bank or the Chief Manager, as the case may be, could well obtain the same 

from the new Field Officer Mr. Prashant Kumar.

162. There is clearly sufficient evidence on record that the said 6 KCC loans 

were applied and forwarded in the name of fictitious persons. It is evident from the prior 

meeting  of minds  of  accused  Gautam Mohan  and  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  that  they  have 

entered into a conspiracy to obtain the false appraisal report and to deceive the bank by 

inducing the bank through the false appraisal report. Gautam Mohan (A-1) being experienced 

Field Officer knows that without appraisal report the KCC loans cannot be sanctioned. It goes 

to show that by putting signatures on the appraisal reports without any  Field verification on a 

back  date  the  accused  Gautam  Mohan  has  done  an  “overt  act”  in  pursuance  of  the 

conspiracy. The above evidence completes the ingredients necessary for section 120B of IPC. 

In view of the above discussions, it is held that prosecution has been able to prove that  

accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) and accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) had entered into a 

“criminal  conspiracy” in respect of the 6 nos of fictitious KCC loans and  accordingly both 

Gautam Mohan (A-1) and Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) are convicted U/S 120B I.P.C.

163. Charge was also framed against accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) U/S 13(1)

(d) r/w Section 13(2) of P.C. Act, 1988 for committing criminal misconduct being a public  

servant. Ld.defense counsel argued that the basic allegation against accused Gautam Mohan 

is that he submitted false appraisal report in support of the KCC loan applications. Ld. counsel  

has argued that submitting of false appraisal report without proper verification, would, at 

best,  amount  to non discharge of  official  duties properly.  Ld.  counsel  submitted that  the 

above act of the accused may amount to “negligence” towards duty, but it does not amount  

to “criminal negligence” and as such cannot be held to have committed “criminal misconduct”.  

Ld.  defense  counsel  relied  on  the case law between A.  Sivaprakash vs   State  of  Kerala 

reported in (2016) 12 SCC 273, where Hon’ble Supreme Court oberseved that  if no evidence 

is led as to what kind of pecuniary advantage was obtained by the accused, the mandatory 

ingredients to implicate the accused U/S 13(1)(d) (ii) not proved, hence entitled for acquittal.
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164.  Ld.  defense  counsel  also  relied  on  the  Judgement  dated  29.08.2017 

passed  by  the  Hon’ble  Gauhati  High  Court  in  Crl.A.No.  39/2005.  In  the  said  Judgement 

Hon’ble High Court in last part of para 40 obrserved that “…….. for mere departure from the 

Circular (Ext. 221) they cannot be held to have abused their official position and intentionally 

caused any pecuniary loss to the State exchequer or wrongful gain for themselves.”

165.  I  have carefully  gone  through the Judgement  passed by the Hon’ble 

Supreme Court and the Hon’ble Gauhati High Court and do agree with their views.

166.  However,  in  the  instant  cae  we have  found  that  the  accused  public 

servant Gautam Mohan put his signatures on the appraisal reports in the back date of around 

3 months. It is well within the knowledge of the accused public servant that at first he has to 

conduct field verification and also conduct proper verification of documents, then only he can 

give the appraisal report. It is also within the knowledge of the accused public servant that on 

the basis of his appraisal report bank would sanction and disburse the loan amount. In spite 

of knowing all  the above facts the accused public servant put signature on the appraisal 

report without conducting any field verification and documents verification. Had the above 

incident  occurred  in  the  regular  course  of  office  work  it  may  have  been  considered  as 

“negligence” on the part of the accused public servant. But in this case, on that day the 

accused public servant was not posted in that office. He was posted on a different branch 

office and had no authority to sign appraisal report of his previous office. Even then the  

accused public servant came from a different office and put signatures on appraisal reports of 

his previous office, that too on back date of about 3 months. It is evident that the public 

servant has done the above act to obtain pecuniary advantage to the Chief Co-ordinator of 

South Hailakandi Farmer’s Club without any public interest. The above at does not merely 

amount to negligence or misconduct, but it amounts to “criminal misconduct”.

167.  The  prosecution  through  PW-1,  Sri  Mahendra  Aditya  Sahu,  the  then 

General Manager (NW-1) of SBI, Guwahati proved that prosecution sanction as Ext. 1 against 

accused Gautam Mohan. PW-1 deposed that he was the appointing authority of the accused 

public  servant  and  he  has  applied  his  mind  independently  while  perusing  the  materials 

produced before him and thereafter  granted the sanction.  Ld.  defense counsel  has been 

disputed the prosecution sanction order.

168. In view of the above discussion, I am of the view that prosecution has 

been able to establish the ingredients of “criminal misconduct” against the accused public  
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servant Gautam Mohan beyond all reasonable doubts and accordingly he is  convicted U/S 

13(2) r/w Section 13(1)(d) (iii) of the P.C. Act, 1988.

169. In view of the above discussions and analysis of evidence the points are 

determined accordingly. The accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) is accordingly convicted U/S 120B 

I.P.C. and 420 I.P.C. He is also convicted U/S 13(2) r/w Section 13(1)(d)(iii) of the Prevention  

of Corruption Act, 1988.

 170. Accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) is convicted U/S 120B I.P.C. and 420  

I.P.C.

 171.  Accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) and accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) 

are acquitted of the charge U/S 468/471 I.P.C.

 172. Accused Abul Kasim Barbhuiyan (A-3) is acquitted of all the charges and  

set at liberty forth with.

 Hearing on Point of Sentence U/S 235(2) of Cr.P.C.:

173. I have heard both the accused persons Gautam Mohan (A-1) and Ajmal 

Husain Laskar (A-2) on the point of quantum of sentence.

 174. Accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) has submitted that he has his dependent 

parents, his wife, two daughters and five nos. cousin sisters. He also submitted that he is the 

only earning member in the family. He has submitted that he is still in service and in the 

departmental  proceeding  in  connection  with  the same case  7 nos.  of  his  increment  was 

stopped for a period of 2 years. He accordingly prayed to give him a minimum sentence.

 175.  Accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) has submitted that he is the sole 

bread earner of his family consisting of wife, one four year old son and dependent parents.  

He further submitted that he had no previous criminal case against him. He prayed this court 

to take a lenient view.

 176. The Hon’ble Supreme Court in Baschon Singh vs State of Punjab reported 

in (1980)2 SCC 684 observed that the trial court while deciding the quantum of sentence 
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must consider the mitigating circumstance  appearing in favour of accused persons, and also 

the aggravating circumstances  appearing against the accused persons.

 177. The accused persons by stating that they are the only earning member of 

their family and having no previous criminal anticedent prayed to consider the above facts as 

mitigating circumstances appearing in their favour.

 188. I have duly considered the same.

 189. In the present case, as appears from the evidence KCC loans were meant 

for farmers. This is one of the beneficial schemes organized by the Public Sector Banks (in 

this case SBI) as per government’s  welfare policy to give adequate financial  relief to the 

farmers of our country. Evidence also shows that provisions has been made so that farmers 

need not come to the bank for applying for the KCC loans. The farmers can apply for KCC 

loans through the Farmer’s Club, which are recognized by the bank. Evidence shows that in 

the relevant time Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) was the Chief Co-ordinator of South Hailakandi  

Farmer’s Club who used to forward KCC loan applications to the SBI, Hailakandi Branch and 

accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) was the Appraisal Officer/Field Officer of the bank who gave 

appraisal report on the loan application. Evidence shows that Ajmal Hussain Laskar (A-2) 

through South Hailakandi Farmer’s  Club forwarded KCC loans applications in the name of 

fictitious persons/farmers and accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) gave false appraisal report on 

these applications. As a result genuine farmers were deprived of the benefit of KCC loans,  

which were sanctioned in the name of fictitious persons. Had genuine  farmers received those 

KCC loans, it would not only helped the farmers financially in their crisis period, it would also 

yield cultivation giving boost to the country’s economy and to the welfare services. As such 

the acts of the accused persons depriving the genuine farmers of  their  benefits not  only 

amounts to a crime against the nation, but it is a crime against the welfare and development  

of  the  nation.  These  are  the  aggravating  circumstances  appearing  against  the  accused 

persons.

ORDER

190. In view of the foregoing discussions, I am of the view that prosecution 

have been able to bring home the charge against accused Gautam Mohan (A-1) U/S 120B 

I.P.C.  and  420  I.P.C.  Prosecution  also  has  been able  to  bring  home the  charge  against 

Gautam Mohan U/S 13(2) r/w Section 13(1)(d)(iii) of Prevention of Corruption Act, 1988.
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191. Prosecution has been able to bring home charge against accused Ajmal 

Hussain Laskar (A-2) U/S 120B I.P.C. and 420 I.P.C.

192.  Prosecution has not been able to bring home the charge U/S 468/471 

I.P.C.  against  accused  Gautam  Mohan  (A-1)  and  accused  Ajmal  Hussain  Laskar  (A-2). 

Accordingly both the accused persons are acquitted of the charge U/S 468/471 I.P.C.

193. Prosecution has not been able to bring home any of the charges beyond 

reasonable doubt against accused Abul  Kasim Borbhuiyan (A-3), accordingly accused Abul 

Kasim Borbhuiyan is acquitted of all the charges. He is set at liberty forthwith. However his 

bail bonds shall remain in force for next 6 months as per Section 437A of Cr.P.C.

194. I have considered the mitigating circumstances appearing in favour of the 

accused persons and also considered the aggravating circumstances appearing against the 

accused persons. After considering both the mitigating circumstances and the aggravating 

circumstances,  in  my  view,  if  accused  Gautam  Mohan  is  directed  to  undergo  rigorous 

imprisonment of 2 years and to pay a fine of Rs. 20,000/- (twenty thousand) in default to 

undergo two months rigorous imprisonment U/S 420 I.P.C.,  and also to undergo rigorous 

imprisonment of 1 year and to pay a fine of Rs. 10,000/- (ten thousand) in default to undergo 

one  month  rigorous  imprisonment  U/S  120B  of  I.P.C.,  and  further  to  undergo  rigorous 

imprisonment of 2 years and to pay a fine of Rs. 20,000/- (twenty thousand) in default to 

undergo two months rigorous imprisonment U/S 13(2) r/w Section 13(1)(d)(iii) of the P.C. 

Act, 1988 it would meet the ends of Justice.

195. After considering both the mitigating circumstances and the aggravating 

circumstances, in my view, if accused Ajmal Hussain Laskar is directed to undergo rigorous 

imprisonment of 2 years and to pay a fine of Rs. 20,000/- (twenty thousand) in default to 

undergo two months rigorous imprisonment U/S 420 I.P.C.,  and also to undergo rigorous 

imprisonment of 1 year and to pay a fine of Rs. 10,000/- (ten thousand) in default to undergo 

one month rigorous imprisonment U/S 120B of I.P.C. it would meet the ends of Justice.

196. Both the accused persons are convicted accordingly.

197.  The  sentences  shall  run  concurrently.  The  accused  persons  shall  be 

entitled for set off as per Section 428 of Cr.P.C.
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198. A free copy of Judgment be provided to the accused persons free of cost 

as per Section 363 of Cr.P.C immediately.

199. A copy of the Judgment be also forwarded to the District Magistrate as 

per Section 365 of Cr.P.C.

200. The accused persons are informed of their right to prefer appeal.

Given under my hand and seal on this 20th day of February, 2018.

Dictated and Corrected by me

       Sd/-      Sd/-

 
       (Gautam Baruah)        (Gautam Baruah)
Special Judge, CBI, Assam,                        Special Judge, CBI, Assam,
 Additional Court No.-II,               Additional Court No.-II,
Chandmari, Guwahati-3      Chandmari, Guwahati-3

(Appendix is on next page)
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A  P  P  E  N  D  I  X

1) Prosecution Witnesses:-  1) Sri Mahendra Aditya Sahu, 
 2) Smt. Madhumita Malakar, 
 3) Smt. Madhumita Malakar, 
 4) Sri Tapash Ranjan Nath, 
 5) Sri Sanjit Kumar Das, 
 6) Sri Joydip Chakraborty, 
 7) Sayed Ahmed Laskar, 
 8) Abdul Jalil Barbhuiya, 
 9) Sri Dipak Das,
10) Anwar Hussain Barbhuiya, 
11) Jakir Hussain Laskar, 
12) Abdul Rahman Barbhuiya, 
13) Sri Rajib Roy, 
14) Sri Asish Bhattacharjee,
15) Sri Deepak Kr. Bhowmick, 
16) Smti Gypsy Deb, 
17) Sri Raju Das, 
18) Sri Arup Das, 
19) Sri K. Gaininglung Rongmei, 
20) Fazrul Rahman Laskar,
21) Sarfraz Haque,
22) Sri Tamal Biswas,
23) Smti. Rithelda Rymbai,
24) Sri Bijoy Kumar Singha,
25) Sri M.C.Joshi,
26) Mr. Rishamo Philip Yanthan,

2) Defence Witnesses:- 1) Sri Kalyan Acharjee, 

3) Prosecution Exhibits :-             Ext. 1 – Sanction Order (7 sheets) 
Ext. 2- Forwarding Letter issued by Mr. K. 
Somranjan, DJM, SBI
Ext. 3 – KCC Application Form 
Ext. 4 – Certificate issued by Gaon Panchayat 
Ext. 5- Covering Certificate
Ext. 6- Application Form for KCC Loan
Ext. 7 – Covering Certificate 
Ext. 8- KCC Loan Application Form
Ext. 9 – Covering Certificate
Ext. 10- KCC Loan Application Form
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Ext. 11- Covering Certificate
Ext. 12 – KCC Loan Application Form
Ext. 13 - Statement 
Ext. 14 to 19 – Registered Letters (Unserved)
Ext. 20 – Forwarding Letter
Ext. 21 to 23 – Registered Letters (Unserved)
Ext. 24 – Forwarding Letter
Ext. 25 – Letter dated 06.08.2014 
Ext. 26 – Report dated 06.08.2014
Ext. 27 - Report  
Ext. 28 - Report
Ext. 29 - Report
Ext. 30 – GP Certificate
Ext. 31 - GP Certificate
Ext. 32 - Statement
Ext. 33 to 35 - Certificates
Ext. 36 - Statement
Ext. 37 to 42 – Application Form
Ext. 43 – Seizure Memo 
Ext. 44 to 50 – Transfer Voucher
Ext. 52 - Letter 
Ext. 53 – Letter of Forwarding
Ext. 54 – Statement of 9 KCC Loanees
Ext. 55 – Statement of 180 KCC Loan A/c (6 

pages)
Ext. 56 – Seizure Memo 
Ext. 57 – Seizure Memo
Ext. 58 to 85 – KCC Loan application Forms
Ext. 86 – Application Form for Agricultural Term 
Loan
Ext. 87  - KCC Loan Application Form
Ext. 88 to 94 – Withdrawal Vouchers. 
Ext. 95 – Order of Endorsement 
Ext. 96 – Specimen signature of Abul Kasim 
Barbhuiyan
Ext. 97 – Specimen signature of Ajmal Hussain 
Laskar
Ext. 98 – Questioned Document Q-1 
Ext. 99 – Loan Application
Ext. 100 – – Specimen signature of Ajmal Hussain 
Laskar
Ext. 101 - Opinion
Ext. 102 – Reasons (3 sheets) 
Ext. 103 - FIR
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Ext. 104 – Forwarding Letter
Ext. 105 - Letter 
Ext. 106 - Letter
Ext. 107 - Letter
Ext. 108 – Transfer Batch
Ext. 109 – KCC disbursement
Ext. 110 – KCC disbursement
Ext. 111 - Application 
Ext. 112 – Forwarding Letter 
Ext. 113 – Certified copy of order sheet 
Ext. 114 – Pre-sanctioned Inspection Report
Ext. 115 - Petition 
Ext. 116 – Charge sheet
Ext. 117 – Forwarding Letter
 
Ext. A to F – A/c opening forms

4) Defence Exhibits:- Mark G – Request Letter
Mark  H – Detail report of Maker and Cheker
Ext. I – Attendance Sheet for the month of Dec’12
Ext. J  – Series of Officer orders

Dictated and corrected by me

Sd/- Sd/-

      

     (Gautam Baruah)                (Gautam Baruah)
Special Judge, CBI, Assam, Special Judge, CBI, Assam, 
   Additional Court No. 2,     Additional Court No. 2
  Chandmari, Guwahati-3.           Chandmari, Guwahati-3.


